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3ABSTRACT
The tertiary education system in Hong Kong has been
expanding rapidly in recent years, as the demand for more
degree-level courses has increased. With such development,
there has been more. concern that the quality of higher
education must be safeguarded. Validation of non-university
degrees in Hong Kong has been undertaken by the Council for
National Academic Awards (CNAA) of Britain since its first
visit in 1981. However, this practice could not last forever
in view of the political, economical, social and educational
situation in Hong Kong. Hence, the need to establish a local
academic validation body appropriate to Hong Kong is becoming
clear. The Government is also in support of this idea in
forming a- Planning Committee for- Academic Awards (PCAA) in
November, 1986.
It is obvious that views and opinions of local
academics are significant for the establishment of the loca
validation body since they are the persons who would bi
directly affected by the new format of validation. A study
to explore their views and opinions was therefore
undertaken. This study was divided into two parts.
4Part one was a questionnaire survey to solicit views
and opinions of a. sample of academics taken from the seven
leading tertiary institutions in Hong Kong. Part two of the
study was a series of. interviews of the heads (or their
representatives) of the seven leading tertiary institutions
in Hong Kong and of the three experts with different
background. in validation or accreditation. in higher
education. Views and opinions of these people were valuable
for planning an academic validation body for Hong Kong.
A crude validation model the Hong Kong Committee
for Academic Awards (HKCAA) was formulated based on the
findings from both part one and part two of the study in view
of the self-contained need of Hong Kong. The aims, the range
and scope of the work, the structure, the procedures for
validation,. the implementation strategy, and other concerns
of the HKCAA were discussed in the crude model. This model,
though. needs'.r.efinements..and improvements will be submitted
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1CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Betore lyul, acaaemic valiaaLiuri a5 pra.Li5eu iii
Britain had not been introduced into Hong Kong's system of
tertiary education. In late ..1981,. this situation-changed
when the Government invited a validating advisory team from
the Council for Academic Awards (CNAA) of Britain to Hong
Kong to discuss the validation of degree proposals of the
Hong Kong Polytechnic and to advise on the possibility of
expanding tertiary degree courses. Following that visit,
academic validation has become a part of Hong Kong's system
of higher education. In recent years, validation of degree
proposals has attracted increased attention, as both Hong
Kong Baptist College and the newly established City
Polytechnic of Hong Kong have been approved to offer degree
courses to be validated by the CNAA.
Instituting the k3ritisn moael UL aegree vailcation
into Hong Kong has led to the development of degree programs
outside of the existing two universities. As. of now, three
additional institutions of higher education have been
2empowered to otter degree courses. All cnese insLicULiUiis
are financed by public funds under the aegis of the
University and Polytechnic Grants Committee (UPGC).
Although degree validation in Hong Kong was still at
its infancy in 1983, the UPGC, however, recommended that the
Government establish a local accreditation. capability and
authority. The UPGC proposal in 1983 states:
Recognising the experience gained to date and that the
new City Polytechnic of Hong Kong (CPHK) will be
offering degrees at an early stage in its development,
and also recognising the need, for Hong Kong's higher
education system to move towards self-sufficiency
while retaining links with overseas organisations and
institutions, it is now agreed that Hong Kong should
establish it own accreditation capability and
authority. This will be provided through a Committee
for Academic Awards (CAA).
The Hong Kong Governor's Address to the Legislative
Council of the city on October 4, 1984 states that the
Government would consider the UPGC proposal to establish a
Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards (HKCAA) for local
3validation of non-university degrees (Leaco Minutes, 1984).
In April 1986, the Government announced that a planning
committee was to be formed in early July 1986 for the
establishment of the HKCAA. During this period, the British
Lindop Report on Academic Validation inPublic Sector_ Hiclher
Education, which was already presented to the Parliament in
April 1985, ..was. circulated. to.UPGC.. members as -reference for
the establishment of the local academic •val•idation
authority. It was believed that the report might have some
impact on the establishment of a HKCAA.
Little was known about the attitudes of those affected
by the establishment of a local academic validation
authority. Member institutions -of the UPGC,- i.e. the two
universities, Hong Kong Baptist College and the two
polytechnics, were invited to submit written responses.
However, what they submitted was not comprehensive enough to
represent views of the academics whose work and endeavour, in
fact, would be directly or indirectly affected. Although the
Planning Committee on Academic Awards, with Dr.. Percival
Bethel as chairman, was formed on October 17, 1986, the
possibility of establishing the HKCAA remained uncertain.
Academics from the various institutions then called upon the
4Government to publicize its plans and to seek views trom the
public.
As a local academic validation body may have
far-reaching effects on Hong Kong's higher education system,
a survey study to solicit opinions and views on the issue,
especially from. local academics,.seem necessary. The present
study was therefore planned. It is hoped that this. study
offers a comprehensive and thorough understanding of the
issue. This study is also intended to provide a useful
reference for establishing a suitable academic validation
authority in Hong Kong.
1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1. To outline the development of past and present
practices of academic assessment of higher
education, and the validation of degrees in Hong
Kong.
2. To understand the validation/accreditation systems
in the Britain as well as the accreditation
practices in the United States..
3. To conduct a survey and a series of interviews in
order to:
5a. identify the needs and feasibility of
establishing a local validation body- such as
the HKCAA.
b. collect and analyse the views of the academics
in Hong Kong towards the establishment of HKCAA.
c. study the possible functions, aims, principles,
guidelines and procedures that may be suitable
for the academic assessment of higher education
and the validation of degrees in Hong Kong.
d. to discuss the desirability on establishing the
HKCAA in view of political, economic, social and
educational aspects.
4. To suggest a crude academic validation model for
Hona Kona.
1.3 MEANING AND VALUE OF ACADEMIC VALIDATION AND ACADEMIC
ACCREDITATION
The word validation in the context of higher
education, has a special meaning. In general, it means
making or declaring something to be what it purports to be,
or giving an authoritative endorsement to it. In higher
education, it is used to refer to the approval of a course of
study leading to an award, for example, a degree conferred by
6a competent body. In a paper on the suDject, Lnurcn ii o3
P.6) says that the term is commonly used to mean:
the process of scrutinising a proposed degree
scheme, and of deciding whether or not it should be
approved as being of an appropriate standard for
the award to which it is intended to lead and, if
this proves to be the case,-of then specifying the
conditions which must be fulfilled if the course is
actually to run.
Validation is not confined to degree courses or to the
public sector of higher education.' It may be internal or
external, depending on whether it is carried out by the
teaching institution which provides the course, or by an
outside body. It can be argued that, although the term seems
to have come into use in this context only in the past
fifteen years or so in Britain, there have always been some
arrangements for the scrutiny of course proposals.
Validation has special significance for degree programs
offered by the public sector institutions in Britain, which
do not have the status of a university and have not been
empowered to grant degrees in their own names. Therefore,
these institutions must rely on an academic body with such
7power to confer degrees on students if they have fulfilled
the necessary requirements for a degree.
The term accreditation is more often used in the
American context and will be discussed in greater depth in
the next chapter. In everyday-language, the words, accredit
and accreditation, are employed in a number. of senses..--For
example, the term accredit is frequently used to refer to
the furbishing of an envoy with credentials, or to the
setting forth of some views as being credible or authorised.
In the language of higher education, however, accreditation
has a more precise and restricted meaning. It is used to
mean the recognition afforded to an institution (such as a
university or college, a faculty or division, or.. a course or
program) which meets some minimum standard or criteria set by
a competent and recognised agency or association (Houston
Harman 19771
Accreditation is essentially a device of quality
control and improvement of educational programs. Its basic
aim is to promote and ensure high quality in particular
academic programs.and to improve that. quality. enerally,
its purpose is to afford protection to particular groups,
8i.e., (1) to institutions, against other institutions
offering poorer quality programs (2) to students, against
institutions and courses of poor quality (3) to employers,
who wish to know that prospective professional and
sub-professional employees have been competently trained and
to know what various credential mean and (4) to professional
associations who wish to ensure that. only properly trained
personnel enter particular professions. On the other hand,
accreditation can achieve or help to achieve other goals.
For instance, it is a valuable device to enable small and new
colleges to obtain detailed, expert advice on particular
course proposals. Also, institutions and their faculties can
use the threat of loss of accreditation as a lever to press
for additional resources. In general, accreditation. systems
help to establish academic and professional standards, such
as the nature of degrees and diplomas, and particular kinds
of qualification.
Accreditation systems have clearly defined
procedures. Special documents are prepared by the
institution seeking accreditation, assessors come to visit
and hold discussions with academic staff and administrators
and possibly students, and to examine resources such as
9laboratories and libraries, following wnicn normal report:
are prepared, published and made widely known.
Most accreditation systems are of fairly recent
origin. Their rapid development in higher education over the
past three or four decades have played an important role in
the transition from small, elite systems of higher. education
to large, diversified systems. Generally, large diversified
systems face problems with regard to varying qualities of
programs and to the qualitative worth of the various awards
given. These problems have been most notable in
non-university sectors of such systems, since institutions in
these sectors usually lack the many informal controls and
constraints which are imposed on new universities. by
tradition and self-regulating factors. Consequently, in a
number of countries, including Britain and Australia,
government-controlled accreditation systems operate only in
non-university sectors of tertiary education (Houston
Harman, 1978).
Accreditation systems take many forms. Some are
operated by Government agencies, while others are run by
voluntary organisations. Some concentrate on courses or
10
broad areas of study, while others accredit a whole college
or university. Some operate within a single sector of a
higher education system, while others operate across two or
mnrc ccnfrc
An institutional accrediting body considers the
characteristics of.the:whole institution.. For this reason,
an institutional accrediting body pays attention not only to
the academic offerings of the institution it accredits, but
also to other such institutional characteristics as the
student personnel services, financial conditions, and
administrative strength.
Criteria for accreditation of an institutional
accrediting body are broad, as much attention has to be paid
to an entire institution and also because post-secondary
institutions differ greatly in purpose and scope. An
institutional accrediting body certifies that an institution
being evaluated:
a. has sound educational purposes
b. has the resources needed to accomplish its
purposes
c. can demonstrate that it is accomplishing its
purposes and
11
d. gives reason to believe that it will continue tc
accomplish its purposes.
Quality improvement is encouraged tnrougn the
mechanism whereby accrediting bodies conduct periodic
evaluations. Such reviews seek to identify what the
institution does well,. to determine the .areas where
improvements are needed, and to impose plans to bring- about
such improvements.' While accreditation indicates an
acceptable level of institutional.. quality, still, an
institution, however excellent, is capable of improvement.
This must come from its own clear identification and
understanding of its strengths and weaknesses. Improvement
is also fostered through the give-and-take advice and .counsel
provided by visiting accrediting teams, the members of which
are supposed to be experienced and respected educators.
Specialised accrediting bodies focus their attention
on particular programs within institutions of higher
education. A close relationship between a specialised
accrediting body with the professional association for that
particular program is maintained to ensure that the
requirements for accreditation are related to current
12
requirements for professional practice. For example, in the
United States, graduation from a number of fields (e.g.,
medicine, law, dentistry), the program being accredited is
mandatory for receiving a license to practice in the
profession. Thus, specialised accreditation provides basic
assurance of the scope and quality of professional and
academic preparation. Because.. of the inherent limitation
when focussing on a single program within an institution,
many specialised accrediting bodies require that the
institution offering the program. be institutionally
accredited before consideration can be given for program
accreditation.
The focus of an institutional accrediting body
provides the assurance that the basic characteristics of the
institution have been examined and found to be satisfactory.
Such reviews do not seek to deal with any particular program
in great detail. On the other hand, specialised
accreditation does not seek to deal significantly with the
overall. conditions of the institution, although certain of
these general conditions such as facilities, resource
availibility, etc., would normally be considered.
Occasionally, there are institutions offering but onE
13
program ('free-standing' school), which may seek
institutional and/or specialised accreditation. In these
cases, accreditation is appropriate to either institutional
or specialised accreditation (Young, 1983).
In short, validation is the means to upgrade and
maintain quality in a particular course, program, or.the
entire institution through objective assessment.
1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
The tertiary educational system in Hong Kong has been
expanding rapidly in recent years, as the demand for more
degree-level courses has increased. With such development,
there has been more concern that the quality of higher
education must be safeguarded. The two universities in Hong
Kong, the University of Hong Kong and the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, are empowered to grant their own degrees. The
academic quality of the two universities is presently
controlled by an internal, self-regulating mechanism and the
external examiner system. In the case of the Hong Kong
Baptist College and the two Polytechnics, which recently have
had some course proposals approved by the Council for
14
National Academic Awards (CNAA) for degree status, the UPGC
still needs to consider the assessment of the CNAA and makes
its own recommendations to the Governor in Council for final
decision on the introduction of degree courses.
In 1983, the UPGC took a direct stand tor self
sufficiency -in -validation. It considered the experience
gained by inviting the CNAA to validate degree course
proposals and also the growing complexities and needs of Hong
Kong's higher education system. It felt the time was right
for the establishment of a local validation authority
(Proposals 1983). Questions, therefore, arise. Is a local
version of the CNAA suitable for Hong Kong? Are there other
ways for' academic validation of the local degree courses?
What can be learned from the United States' accreditation
system? Would accreditation of a whole institution of higher
education, rather than course validation, be more appropriate
for Hong Kong? How far has the recent Lindop Report on
Academic Validation inPublic Sector ___Li_L1q1jr Education
influenced the establishment of the proposed Hong Kong
Committee for Academic Awards (HKCAA)? Should university
degree courses also. be assessed by the proposed HKCAA?...
Should degree-level courses of other post-secondary colleges
15
(such as Lingnan, Shue.Yan, cnu Hai, etc.) De inciuueu LUL
assessment and validation? If Hong Kong is to have its own
academic validation body to assess the quality of higher
education, what would be the most suitable functions, aims,
principles, guidelines and procedures that are possible?
What are the pros and cons of having a local academic
validation body? What impacts will such an academic
validation body have on the future of higher education of the
city? Is it desirable for Hong Kong to have its academic
validation body in view of its political, economic, social
and educational aspects... etc.? These are some of the
questions that need to be discussed and answered before the
establishment of an suitable academic validation body in Hong
Kong can be justified.
In short, the main concern of this study is to explore
views about the establishment of an academic validation body
from local academics, since academics who work in Hong Kong's
higher education institutions would be directly affected by
the new format. Moreover, they are the ones who know about
the academic quality of their institutions. Hence, their
views of and comments on the establishment of a local
academic validation body should be worth attention. It is
16
believed that information collected by this study will help
formulate a crude validation model suitable for Hong Kong.
Nevertheless, this stuay is not w1LnouL 11iil1LdLlui'.
This present survey of the views of the local academics is
intended to include only a sample of educators from the five
publicly funded higher educational institutions and the two
registered post-secondary colleges. They are: the University
of Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Baptist College, Hong Kong Polytechnic, the City Polytechnic
of Hong Kong, Lingnan College and Shue Yan College. Besides
the opinions of local academics surveyed by this study, the
views of other groups not surveyed, such as students, members
of educational agencies, businessmen and industrialists,
could also be useful. However, one must recognize that the
concept of academic validation is still so new to Hong Kong
that such groups may not know enough to make intelligent
comments on the issue.
17
1.5 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS
The following diagram outlines the steps in the
preparation of this thesis.





(from interviews) (from survey)Utilization
Formulation of
Crude Model
Chart 1.1.: STEPS IN THE PREPARATION Ur' THIS THESI
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CHAPTER TWO: THE DESIGN AND METHOD OF THE STUDY
2.1 DOCUMENTATION AND LITERATURE REVIEWS
Documents and papers concerning the recommenaation or
the establishment of local validation body and the
development of tertiary: education in Hong. Kong are .reviewed
in the next chapter. Articles and literature on the
assessment of degree validation systems in Hong Kong are also
reviewed.
In order to understand the two major models of
academic validation and accreditation of the world,
literature on both the British academic validation systems
and the accreditation systems of the United States was
reviewed.
With these documentation and literature reviews, it
was hoped that a better understanding of the systems of
academic validation and accreditation in Britain, the United
States and Hong Kong could be achieved. Hence, the readers
could be given a more complete background.. on academic
validation and accreditation to explore the major problem of
the study presented in the thesis.
19
2.2 THE SURVEY
A survey by self-administered questionnaire (see
%ppendix A) was taken in April, 1986. In order to have more
comprehensive and representative views and opinions of the
Local academics of the establishment of a local academic
validation body, a sample of the academics has been drawn
from the seven leading tertiary institution in Hong'Kong.
these included the two universities (the University of Hong
Kong and the Chinese University of Hong Kong), Hong Kong
Baptist College, the two polytechnics (Hong Kong Polytechnic
and the City Polytechnic of Hong Kong), and the two
registered post-secondary colleges (Lingnan College and Shue
Yan College).
Samples of academics are divided into two categories:
a. Administrative staff: questionnaires were sent to
all administrative heads who were members of the
Senate/ Academic Board of the seven tertiary
institutions afore-mentioned. All teaching
department heads are considered as administrative
staff.
b. Teaching faculty: A stratified random sample of
20
two teacning taculzy rrom eacn ueparLmenL UL Lne
seven tertiary institutions afore-mentioned.
A pilot survey was first conducted on 10 academics (5
teaching faculty, and 5 administrative staff) drawn from
HKBC. Then, a second pilot of the same group was conducted in
order to test the reliability of the .-questionnaire....
Following the pilot surveys, some of the questions' were
rephrased or deleted before the actual questionaire was
adopted. It was then reviewed by. two experts who thought
that the questionnaire was valid.
Data were collected on the views of academics on the
establishment of a local academic validation body in the
following eight areas:
1. The need to establish HKCAA
2. The aims of HKCAA
3. The pros and cons of establishing HKCAA
4. The scope of HKCAA
5. The proposed structure of HKCAA
6. The procedure for validation of HKCAA
7. The possible impacts of the establishment of
HKCAA on private tertiary institutions
8. University validation as an alternative for
the establishment of HKCAA.
21
2.3 THE INTERVIEWS
Interviews of the heads (or their representatives) of
the seven tertiary institutions being surveyed to collect
their views and opinions of the institution on the
establishment of a local academic validation body.
Three experts of different backgrounds in the area of
validation or accreditation and higher education for comments
on the establishment of a local academic validation body.
These included Professor Norman Hunt, with British
experience Dr. Albert H. Yee, with United States'
experience and Dr. H.S. Houston, with Australian experience
(see Appendix B).
Views of the heads (or their representatives) of the
seven institutions and the three experts of different
backgrounds in validation were synthesized and summarised.
Such information supplements that obtained from the survey to
provide a sound background for the formulation of a
validation model for Hong Kong.
22
CHAPTER THREE: ACADEMIC VALIDATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
3.1 ACADEMIC VALIDATION IN HONG KONG
The structure of higher education in Hong Kong is
quite similar to that in Britain. Public funded higher
education may be divided into the university sector. and ..the
non-university sector. The university sector includes the
University of Hong Kong and the Chinese University of Hong
Kong the non-university sector includes the Hong Kong
Baptist College, the Hong Kong Polytechnic, and the City
Polytechnic of Hong Kong. Each of these five institutions
has its own Ordinance. The Ordinance empowers the
institution to confer degrees and other academic awards. The
universities do not require an external validation body to
validate their academic programs because they have their own
self-regulatory mechanisms as well as the external examiner
system to review their academic quality. On the other hand,
the non-university higher educational institutions must have
their degree proposals validated by an external. academic
validation body which, at present, is the Council for
National Academic Awards (CNAA). When a degree proposal has
been validated, the University and Polytechnic Grants
23
Committee (UPGC) considers the assessment of the CNAA and
then makes its recommendation to the Government. Finally,
the recommendation is referred to the Governor in council for
the approval to offer degree courses.
One reason to have external validation or
accreditation to assess academic standards is. to ensure that
standards of the institution are maintained at
internationally acceptable levels. Five modes for assessing
academic standards, adopted by local tertiary institutions
are briefly outlined below:
1. Fact-finding as a requirement for institutional
membership: for membership (and its equivalent)
in overseas organisations such as the Association
of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning
(ASAIHL), Institute of International Education
(IIE), American Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO).
2. Institution-wide visitation by invited experts:
Visits and reports such as Jennings and Logan: On
the University (University of Hong Kong, 1953),
Repoort_ofthe Fulton Commission (the Chinese
University of Hong Kong, 1963), Logan and
24
Rowe-Evans: Academic Governance (University of
Hong Kong, 1974), Report of the Commission on the
Chinese University of_Hong Kong (1976), Review of
Administrative Structure and Practice (Hong Kong
Baptist College, 1986), and Overall Review of
Lingnan College (1986).
3. Institutional.accreditation.procedures.(USA):
Approval for diploma-degree equivalence' by
Association of Southern Baptist Colleges and
Schools, USA (Hong Kong Baptist College, 1973),
educational consulting team of Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools, USA (Hong
Kong Baptist College, 1974).
4. Course assessment by external examiners, etc.:
External examiners, consultants or advisers have
been appointed by most of the institutions, some
extensively, others less so.
5. Course by course CNAA visits:
Assessing sub-degree programs (Hong Kong Baptist
College, and Lingnan College, 1981), validating
proposed degree programs (Hong Kong Polytechnic
since 1981, Hong Kong Baptist College and the City
Polytechnic of Hong Kong since 1985).
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3.2 VALIDATION SYSTEM IN BRITAIN
Overseas accreditation systems, particularly those of
the Britain and the United States, can provide useful
insights relevant to the establishment of a local academic
validation authority. In Britain, until about 30 years ago,
the award of degrees had been a prerogative of the.
universities. Traditionally, the university degree was an
acknowledgement by the self-governing community of scholars
which constituted the university, or an acknowledgement of
academic attainment which warrants full membership of the
community (Directory, 1975). Universities in Britain are
chartered and empowered to confer their own degrees.
Polytechnics and other non-university institutions, on the
other hand, require validation by either the Council for
National Academic Awards (CNAA) or university validation
before they can confer degrees. Moreover, the British
Accreditation Council for Independent and Further and Higher
Education (BAC) launched in 1984 was responsible for
accrediting private institutions.
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3.21 The Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA):
The CNAA received its Royal Charter in 1964 on the
recommendation of the Robbin's Committee to replace the
former National Council for Technological Awards. This Royal
Charter empowers the Council (Directory, 1975):
1. To grant and confer degrees, diplomas, certificates,
and other academic awards with distinctions to and on
persons who shall have pursued courses of study
approved by the Council at educational establishments
other than universities and shall have passed such
examinations or other tests as may from-time to time
be required by the Council,
2. To grant and confer degrees to and on persons who
shall before the date of the charter, have been
awarded the Diploma in Technology of the National
Council for Technological Awards or an Associateship
of a Central Institution in Scotland after a course
leading to an award comparable in the opinion to the
said Diploma in Technology.
Stated by the Council's chairman, Lord King Norton,
the Council was born out of the Robins Report, but its
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progenitor was the National Council for Technological Awards
(Directory, 1975, p. 3). Since its establishment, the CNAA
has been a body with the power to grant degrees. It is
neither an examination nor a teaching body, though its powers
are similar to those exercised by the University of London,
which has a long history of granting external degrees based
on its own examinations (and which originally was set up as a
degree-granting examination body with no teaching function).
The CNAA provides guidelines for the setting up of degree
programs and then approves the courses for the award of
degrees. These courses are offered by the polytechnics, the
colleges of education, and the colleges of further
education. Undergraduate and post-graduate degrees awarded
by the CNAA are equivalent to those granted by the
universities, and during the 1970s the Council even began to
approve higher degree courses.
The granting of degrees outside the universities is an
old tradition ..in Britain. In the Middle Ages, degrees were
granted by the Archbishop of Canterbury who retains that
privilege today. Originally constituted to examine students
in other colleges and to grant degrees, the University of
London only became a teaching institution in 1900, two-thirds
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of a century after it had been granted its original charter.
Many of the institutions in Britain, that eventually became
universities, were at first university colleges that prepared
students. for degrees granted by the University of London.
Such service is also extended to other countries within the
Commonwealth. These traditions allowed the CNAA to fit into
the British educational .scene with little difficulty being
accepted.
The methods and goals of the.CNAA were explained by
Lord King Norton in 1969 (Directory, 1975, p. 4):
Most of the courses produced by the colleges and
approved by the council are related to the needs of
the industry, business and the professions, having
been planned in consultation with firms or
professional bodies. Most of them are sandwich
courses in which periods of academic study and
practical training in industry or business
alternate...
Courses leading to CNAA-approved degrees do not need
to be the same as university courses and they frequently
differ. mainly because the experience and expertise of the
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colleges producing them are different. Also, the emphasis or
a CNAA degree course often differs from that of its
university equivalent since practical competence is highly
valued at the colleges. The amount of teaching and guidance
,,.-}„ o+-„Ao„i-a may aicn hP nrPaer at the colleges.
The CNAA is very much concerned with academic
standards. Indeed, under the terms of its charter, it must
ensure that the standard of CNAA degrees is comparable to
that of university degrees. The process of obtaining
approval for a course is therefore rigorous. However, once
the Council is satisfied with the requirements, substantial
freedom is left to the colleges. With the help of external
examiners, the colleges are then free to examine -their own
students.
In September, 1974, merger of the Council for National
Academic Awards (CNAA) with the National Council for Diplomas
in Art and Design led to the establishment of CNAA-validated
degrees in the art and design courses (Directory, 1975).
CNAA degrees now include bachelor degrees (Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Education, Bachelor-of Science, unclassified, or
with appropriate honours classification), higher degrees by
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course work and dissertation (Master UL HLLS, LVI dSLCL UL
Science, or Master of Education), higher degrees by research
(Master of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy) and higher
doctorates (Doctor of Science, Doctor of Technology and
Doctor of Literature) (Kerr E., 1975).
The CNAA has the power not only to award degrees and
other distinctions, but also to approve courses of study for
the degrees and conditions relating to them. However, it
does not have power to distribute courses between particular
institutions, nor can it be involved in financial allocations
or advising other bodies on the making of such allocations.
Responsibilities of the CNAA are exercised through a








Chart 3.1 THE THREE-TIERED STRUCTURE ur' UNAA
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The three-tiered structure has a membership of about
1,300 drawn from colleges and polytechnics (50 per cent),
universities (25 per cent), industry, commerce and the
professional bodies (25 per cent). Council members are
appointed by the British Government. The Council appoints
its committees which in turn appoint members for the subject
boards and panels. Colleges and polytechnics are-invited to
nominate members for the subject boards and panels.
Travelling expenses for members of the committees' subject
boards and panels are the only expenses paid by the Council.
Although the CNAA grants the qualifications and thus
guarantees the standard of courses, the colleges and
polytechnics still have to design their own course proposals
for validation (Pratt and Burgess, 1974, p. 105). At the
request of an institution, the CNAA will start to process its
machinery of course review and validation. The appropriate
subject board will first discuss the course and then appoint
a visiting group (consisting of 8-30 people) from amongst its
members to visit the college and meet with the staff to
discuss the proposal in detail. According to Dr. Edwin Keer,
Chief Officer of CNAA (Keer E., 1975, P. 5):
...the system (Subject Board) is essentially one of
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judging the appropriations of the staff to teach the
course. which they themselves have designed and of
assessing whether that course could reach a
sufficiently high standard to be judged comparable
to that of a university course.
The CNAA has rather detailed regulations relating-to
validation these refer to matters such as the titles of 'CNAA
awards, the minimum entrance requirements to courses, the
duration of courses, assessment and examinations. Though the
regulations are detailed, the CNAA claims that they are in
fact very flexible and that a college proposing a course has
a considerable scope for selecting a sub-set of these
regulations' and relating that sub-set to its proposed course
(Kerr, 1975, p. 4). Courses are approved only for a specific
time, at the end of which they become due for reapproval.
Sometimes courses are conditionally approved. Financial
implications, if any, are for the funding agencies to
consider, not the CNAA. Subject boards are responsible for
approving the appointment of external examiners and
maintaining a general awareness over approved courses.
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An individual institution tultills the major role in
adhering to the validation procedures. Each course submitted
to the CNAA must first obtain the approval of the Department
of Education and Science of Britain (or the Scottish or
Northern Ireland education departments), which will, with the
help of a Regional Advisory Council, assess its viability in
terms of student demand, development of the institution- and
its resources, and national economic and educational needs.
This assessment by the Regional Advisory Council is actually
not concerned with academic merit.
3.22 University Validation of Public Sector Courses in
Britain
Many universities and public sector colleges have a
longstanding record of continuous co-operation with each
other.- However, the relationship between colleges and
universities on which the present validation arrangements arc
built was derived from the McNair Report in 1944. The Report
put forward two alternative schemes for the organisation of
teacher training colleges, both aiming at achieving .a closes
association between colleges and universities. Neither of
these schemes was implemented precisely. However, a pattern
did emerge which was for the teacher training colleges of
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each locality to be brought together with the neighbouring
university's department of education to form federated
institutes of education. These institutes, normally operated
through boards of studies representing both college and
university, were responsible for the co-ordination and
oversight of the academic work of the colleges. They
approved syllabuses, conducted examinations and made
recommendations to the Minister of Education for the.awa'rd of
qualified teacher status. At that time, the great majority
of colleges did not offer degree courses. Their staple form
of provision was the two-year certificate course in education
for the training of primary and junior secondary school
teachers. Hence relationships were established on the
assumption that the academic level of work in the colleges
was lower than that in universities (Lindop, 1985, p. 14).
In 1963 the Robbins Report on the review or tertiary
education in Britain recommended that a yet closer
association should exist between the colleges and the
universities, i.e. that the institutes of education should
become schools of education, with each still affiliated with
a university department of education and responsible to the
University's senate for the operation of teacher education
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courses. Those colleges, which were Local Education
Authority (LEA)- maintained should be given independent
governing bodies and be financed through the school of
education. The Government, however, rejected this scheme,
although it accepted the recommendation that the universities
be asked to provide opportunities for selected college
students to proceed to- a degree course of a relevant
university. It also accepted the recommendation for the
establishment of the CNAA. Previously almost all teacher
training courses were university-validated, but after 1964 a
number of colleges decided to transfer to the CNAA.
Beginning in the early 1970s, there had been
considerable upheavals for the colleges of education.-
However, the 1972 James Report issued as a White Paper
(Education: A Framework for__Exoansion) recommended no major
institutional changes. It proposed that the colleges be
broadened to educate more than just teachers and would-be
teachers. The same paper called for a reduction in number of
initial teacher training places for primary and junior
secondary schools in colleges due to the decreasing demand of
teachers in the country. This would mean the closing of-some
smaller colleges and the merging of remaining teacher
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colleges with polytechnics and colleges of further education
(or some cases with neighbouring universities). Where such
steps were not practicable for geographical or other reasons,
those colleges were then encouraged to diversify their
course offerings and develop into major institutions of
higher education concentrating on arts and human sciences,
having particular reference to their application--in teaching
and other professions.
Such measures had significant effects on university
validation. As in 1970 onward, successive reductions of the
number of teacher training places resulted in a closure or a
merger of a considerable number of colleges. In some cases,
the circumstances of a merger pointed to a transfer of the
college's courses from university to CNAA validation. Of
those colleges which remained free to choose between CNAA
and university validation, some took the opportunity provided
by diversification to break their ties with the local
university and to seek CNAA validation of both their teacher
training and their diversified courses. Yet others chose to
have some of their courses validated by universities and some
by the CNAA. Meanwhile the academic level of the students
enrolled in the colleges was rising, at least in terms of A
level achievement.
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More changes have continued to take place. In 1979,
the University of London, which at one stage had had 34
colleges of education as constituent colleges of its
Institute of Education, decided to phase out its involvement
in the validation of public sector courses. The last entry
to most of those courses was in 1983. Other universities,
such as Bradford and Sussex, are also in the process of
withdrawing from validation. On the other hand, the
University of Kent, the University of Surrey and, more
recently, the University of Salford have all established
validation relationships with public sector institutions
during the past decade.
At present, the universities remain a significant
force in external validation. A survey conducted in November
1983 reported that 27 universities in Great Britain were
validating courses in public sector colleges, 21 in England
and Wales, and six in Scotland.
The differences in the scale of university
involvement, once demonstrated, might lead to the expectation
that universities would adopt different procedures. or
organisational structures for validating public sector
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courses. Some common features occur, however, and it is
worth noting them in order to show how university validation
rpcpmhles and differs from CNAA validation.
Many universities have established some form of Board
or Committee, having the status of a faculty,--to oversee the
university's- validating work. Its membership often includes
representatives of the affiliated colleges. Various titles
are used, including Board for Awards in Affiliated Colleges,
Board of College-Studies, Delegacy and --Board for Collegiate
Academic Awards. In what follows, the generic term
Collegiate Board will be used. Under most circumstances,
such a board serves as the principal forum for the discussion
of major issues relating to validation and is ultimately.
responsible to the university senate for the validated
courses.- If the scale of the university's validating
activity warrants it, there may be a range of sub-committees
or panels responsible for particular subjects or areas of
work.
The formal procedures followed by one university for
validating new course-proposals-seem fairly typical. A paper
outlinina the structure and resource implications of the
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proposed scheme, prepared by the college, will be considered
by a standing committee of the university's collegiate
board. If this is approved, the detailed syllabuses are
drawn up by the college and scrutinised by subject panels of
the university staff (in some universities this is done by
individual university assessors). For the case of a teacher
training 'course, professional aspects are considered by a
separate committee in which representatives from relevant
Local Education Authorities (LEA), teachers' organisations
and institutions providing teacher training courses are
represented. The proposal is then passed to the standing
committee, thence to the collegiate board and ultimately to
the SenatP_
The Council of Validating Universities (CVU) which
includes representatives of all universities performing the
function of validation for other non-degree granting
institutions emphasized that (Lindop, 1985, p. 17):
the basis for the dialogue between the validators
and those presenting the course should be a
precisely expressed statement covering the title,
context, level, objectives, organisation, structure,
content, teaching methods, personnel, resources and
assessment scheme of the course.
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Qualified university staff should, according to the CVU,
visit the institution to inspect resources such as library
and computer services. The university should also take into
account the state of the institution's own internal
procedures for monitoring its courses. The CVU, indeed,
suggested that a course should not be accepted unless there
was a clearly demonstrated system of internal course control
and regular monitoring. Once a course proposal has been
approved and implemented, some universities conduct regular
reviews, possibly involving visits, at three or five years'
intervals.
Thus far, all of this is routine to those involved
with CNAA's procedures for validating courses. However,
there are procedures which may be less familiar to most. For
example, it is common practice for the universities to
designate individual members of staff as moderators in
order to maintain a continuous oversight of each course or
group of courses and to serve as a source of advice and point
of day-to-day contact between college and university.
Specific duties vary, but moderators are generally involved
in the assessment of course work in colleges, when it forms
part of the overall assessment and in procedures for the
appointment of new staff.
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Involvement by universities in the appointment of
college staff is widespread, often taking the form of
representation on appointment panels or the presence of
advisers 'at interviewing committees. Some universities also
play a part in setting student standards and assessing those
applicants to their affiliated colleges who do not have the
qualifications normally --required. A further area of
involvement is that of college assessments and examinations.
The detail of the control varies, but it is usual for
external examiners of the validated courses to be appointed
by and report to the university and not the college.
3.23 The British Accreditation Council for Independent
Further and Higher Education (BAC)
Preparation in the establishment of the British
Accreditation Council (BAC) began when the Department of
Education and Science (DES) announced that it was withdrawing
from the inspection and recognition of independent
institutions of. further education in April, 1982. The BAC
was formed in November, 1984, as a company limited by
guarantee and registered as a charity. It exists to define,
monitor and improve standards in private institutions.-In the
United Kingdom which provide independent, further, and higher
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education. Consequently, institutions in this important and
diverse sector of education_-cu1d be accredited by the BAC.
The objectives of the BAC, as stated in its Memorandum
and Articles of Association are as follows (BAC, 1987, p. 1):
1. To improve and enhance the standards of
independent, further, and higher educational
institutions in Britain by the establishment*of a
system of accreditation of such institutions and
bodies administering accreditation schemes for
such institutions.
2. To define the eligibility of institutions and
bodies to apply for such accreditation and to
establish the criteria and standards- to be
observed by institutions and bodies applying for
such accreditation.
3. To arrange for inspection of institutions and
bodies applying for such accreditation and to
prescribe fees payable therefore.
4. To act as the national accrediting authority for
independent, further, and higher education.
The BAC accredits independent institutions of further
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and higher education which meet the required criteria.
Individual institutions may voluntarily apply for this
service, and those whose standards are judged as satisfactory
will be entitled to describe themselves as being recognised
as efficient by the BAC (BAC, 1987, p. 4).
. The BAC also considers recognising sectoral
accrediting bodies which represent a significant proportion
of the institutions or students within any particular sector
and which operate inspection schemes comparable with BAC
standards and such bodies are recognised as an accrediting
body by the BAC. Institutions accorded full recognition by
a sectoral body (i.e., members of the Conference for
Independent Further Education (CIFE)) are also entitled to
describe themselves as recognised as efficient by the BAC
(BAC, 1987, p. 4).
In both cases broadly comparable procedures are
adopted. They are as follows (BAC, 1987, p. 4):
1. Determination of eligibility: All institutions or
Sectoral Bodies are first required to submit
detailed applications for scrutiny by the •BAC.
This is normally followed by an appointment of a
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BAC Reporting Inspector to undertake a preliminary
visit to advise on eligibility.
2. Inspection visit: Eligible institutions or
sectoral bodies are visited by a team of BAC
inspectors. For the inspection of large
establishments offering a wide variety of courses,
a core inspection team, staying for the whole-
period of the inspection, may be used in addition
to individual inspectors spending shorter periods
to assess the provision of particular subjects or
other aspects of the institution. An
institutional inspection may take as long as a
week the time involved depends on the type of
institution. In some cases, where programs are
offered infrequently, the inspection may take much
longer in order to ensure that a reasonable sample
of programs is observed.
3. BAC accreditation and recognition: Institutions or
sectoral bodies, judged to meet or exceed BAC
standards following an inspection visit, are
included in the list of accredited institutions or
recognised sectoral. bodies published.. periodically
by BAC.
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Normally, BAC accreditation is conditional upon
re-inspection within five years. During this period,
institutions are required to furnish an annual report of
their activities to the BAC which reserves the right to
review the accreditation of an institution at any time if
reasonable grounds exist. The form of any such review would
denend on the circumstances-in each. case..
Institutions seeking BAC accreditation must satisfy
the BAC under all the following items:
1. Accommodation and learning resources
2. Administration and staffing
3. Quality control, including the effectiveness of
the monitoring of experiences of students in
joining and pursuing the programs provided.
4. Welfare arrangements, including career advice and
counselling where appropriate and
5. Teaching, involving an assessment of the
professional competence of academic staff.
In addition, the BAC enquires into the legal and
financial viability of institutions. Discussions have also
been held with Home Office representatives to ensure that the
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criteria used by the BAC are consistent with those required
by the Home Office of bona fide institutions enrolling
overseas students.
The statement recognised as an accrediting body by
the BAC (BAC, 1987, p. 4), indicates that the Sectoral Body
has satisfied the. BAC that it operates an- accreditation
scheme comparable with that operated directly by the BAC,
with standards that are no less stringent, and that each
institution in full membership of the sectoral body has been
inspected and has met the BAC requirements of accredited
institutions listed above.
The BAC receives a small number of applications for.
accreditation from institutions operating in Britain and
which prepare students for degrees awarded by the authority
of an overseas university or a validating body. When
considering such applications, the accreditation and
recognition committee of the BAC seeks information about:
whether effective control of the institution is the
responsibility of an accountable management based in Britain
the legal status of the overseas body empowered to grant..
deqrees for which tuition is provided the extent to which
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British institutions give credit to those holding such
degrees and the existence and effectiveness of academic
monitoring systems, both within and external to the
institution being inspected, with respect to the degrees
awarded. These procedures have been adopted by the BAC in
discharging its object of providing an accreditation scheme
for. all. independent further and higher educational
institutions in Britain.
It is important to note that BAC accreditation does
not involve validation or recognition of the awards for which
an accredited institution prepares students. Award
validation is the responsibility of other bodies. In this
regard, the BAC reflects its own constitution and continues
the tradition established by the Department of Education anc
Science (DES) when it manages inspections and recognitions it
this field. Moreover, BAC accreditation of an institutior
cannot be taken to mean accreditation of any other body witt
which an accredited institution may be associated. Finally,
the BAC requires all accredited institutions to reflect
accurately what they offer in their institutional publicit,
(BAC, 1987r PP. 4-7).
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3.3 ACCREDITATION SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES
In the United States accreditation operates in a
different manner. Firstly, it covers all types of higher
educational institutions, and not just non-university
sectors. Secondly, accreditation is in the hands of numerous
voluntary accrediting associations, some regional .and others
nation-wide. Many of these associations, which have no legal
powers over educational institutions, are members of the
National Commission on Accreditation (NCA). This is a
co-ordinating and supervisory body which recognises
accrediting agencies, but does not directly accredit
universities or colleges. It was formed in 1949 at a time
when the ever-increasing number of accrediting agencies, some
competing with others in the same fields, were felt to have
subjected colleges and universities to conflicting demands
and unnecessary expenses (Wiltshire, 1969, p. 71).
Tne various regional dllU I1d1.1U11 W1UC dUULUUI 1IIY
agencies promulgate criteria for standards of institutional
or program quality, and they admit to, membership only those
that have met these criteria. The sole power which the
accrediting organisations have is that of giving publicity to
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criteria and to the lists of institutions accredited.
Inclusion on an approved list of nationally recognised
accrediting organisations is generally accepted as a
significant indication of institutional quality (Houston
Harman, 1978).
The record of accomplishment and outstanding success
of American higher education can be attributed, to a large
extent, to the reluctance of the United States Government to
impose restrictions on institutions of post-secondary
education, and to the success of the voluntary American
system of accreditation in promoting quality without
inhibiting innovation. The high proportion of Americans
benefitting from higher education, the reputation of
universities in the United States for both fundamental and
applied research, and the wide-spread availability of
professional services in the United States all testify to the
high quality of post-secondary education, and to the success
of the accreditation system which the institutions and
professions in the U.S. have devised for promoting that
quality.
According to the Encycloaediaof Education (Lee,
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1971), accreditation is a status granted to an educational
institution or a program that has been found to meet or
exceed stated criteria of educational quality. In the United
States, accreditation is voluntarily sought by institutions
and programs and is conferred by non- governmental bodies.
Accreditation has two fundamental purposes to. assure
the quality of an institution or program, and to assist in
the improvement of an institution or program. Accreditation,
which applies to institutions or programs, is to be
distinguished from certification and licensure, which apply
to individuals.
In 1981, the Council on Yost-seconaary mccreaizaLion
(COPA) has listed six major goals of accrediting bodies
(Young, 1983):
1. To foster excellence in post-secondary education
through the development of criteria and guidelines
for assessing educational effectiveness.
2. To encourage improvement of institutions and
programs through continuous self-study and
planning.
3. To assure other organisations and agencies, the
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education community, and the general public that
an institution or a particular program has both
clearly defined and appropriate objectives,
maintains conditions under which their achievement
can reasonably be expected, appears in fact to be
accomplishing them substantially, and can be
expected to continue to do so.
4. To provide counsel and assistance to established
and developing institutions and programs.
5. To encourage the diversity of American
post-secondary education and allow institutions to
achieve their particular objectives and goals.
6. To endeavour to protect institutions against
encroachments that might jeopardize their
educational effectiveness or academic freedom.
In fulfilling its role, accreditation rocuses on two
concerns: first, educational quality, defined and interpreted
within the context of the institution's or program's own
statement of scope and purpose as compared with similar
institutions and programs and second, institutional
integrity, that the institution or program is what it says it
is and does what it sans it does.
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Educational quality is evaluated and encouraged by
looking at conditions that are believed to be necessary and
desirable to produce educational quality such as input,
resources, and process, and by looking at evidence that the
institution or program does indeed achieve educational
quality (outcomes).
The accreditation process is designed primarily to
encourage and assist the institution to evaluate itself
objectively. The accrediting body would then validate what
the institution has said about itself. Fundamentals of the
accreditation process are the institutional self-study, which
is a comprehensive and internal effort to assess the
effectiveness of an institution.or program in light. of its
own publicly stated objectives and peer evaluation, which is
expert judgement from outside the institution, usually
rendered by professional educators (administrators as well as
faculty members), certain specialists, according to the
nature of the institution or program, and sometimes others
representing specific public interests. When properly
carried out, the self-study displays the match between the
institution's aspirations and its day-to-day accomplishment.
From this, the visiting team can evaluate the institution and
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also focus sharply on areas needing improvement, in a
collegiate fashion that is meant to avoid the alienation that
might come with official inspectors.
Accrediting associations usually adopt the view that
the best-qualified persons to make value judgements are
leading peer educators and people who are involved in or
devoted to post-secondary education. Although a casual
critic may scoff that this situation is ideal for conflict of
interest, self-dealing, and cronyism, no one has been able to
suggest other groups with sufficient insight and expertise
who could do as good a job of review and assessment. In
fact, volunteers who devote their time and energy unselfishly
to accreditation are reluctant to condone fraudulence,
spuriousness, deception, or incompetence in education. These
peers, not the accrediting association staff, are the ones
who make the final decisions, and they are aware that their
judgements are in fact a reflection on their own reputation.
Bodies conducting institutional accreditation are
national or regional in scope, and are comprised of
institutions that have achieved and maintained accreditation
(e.g. National Association of Trades and Technical Schools,
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Western Association of Schools and Colleges, etc.). A
specialised body conducting accreditation of a program
prepares students for a professional association in the field
(e.g., National Architectural Accreditng Board, Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology, etc.).
Both institutional and specialised bodies conduct the
accreditation process using a common pattern. The pattern
requires integral self-study of the institution or program,
followed by an on-site visit by an evaluation team, and a
subsequent review and final decision by a central governing
group. Within this general pattern the accrediting bodies
have developed a variety of procedures adapted to their own
circumstances. Increasing attention has been given to
educational outcomes as a basis for evaluation.
COPA accrediting bodies have been chosen to meet
specific criteria of procedure and organisation regarded as
necessary for. the effective conduct of the accrediting
process. A COPA-recognised accrediting body can be. regarded
as qualified to conduct evaluations of institutions and /or
programs seeking accreditation, and accreditation by such a
body is generally recognised and accepted in higher education.
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Institutional or specialised accreditation does not
guarantee the quality of individual graduates or individual
courses within an institution or program, but accreditation
does give reasonable assurance of the context and quality of
the education offered (Young, 1983).
In many respects,.the.accreditation process works. in a
similar fashion to that of the Council for National Academic
Awards (CNAA). Teams of experts visit institutions wishing
to gain accreditation, talk with academics and administrators
and inspect libraries, laboratories, etc. Accredited
institutions have to be revisited and re-accredited
periodically. However, in the United States more emphasis is
placed on the standards by which quality will be judged
(standards are often quantified, e.g., a library of so many
volumes), and there is no general continuing oversight of
accredited programs provided by accrediting agencies. Most
of them will develop their self-regulatory mechanisms tc
maintain their academic quality. Also in general, Unitec
States institutions receive less help than those of the
United Kinqdom to improve and develop courses (Young, 1983).
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CHAPTER FOUR PART ONE OF THE STUDY: THE SURVEY
4.1 INTRODUCTORY NOTES
The survey was conducted in the spring of 1986.
Self-administered questionnaires (see Appendix A) were'sent
to a sample of the academics drawn from the University of
Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Baptist College, Hong Kong Polytechnic, the City Polytechnic
of Hong Kong, Lingnan College and Shue Yan College. The
sample of academics was divided into two categories. They
were:
1. Administrative staff: all administrative heads who
were members of the senate/ academic board of the
seven institutions. All teaching department heads
were considered as administrative staff.
2. Teaching faculty: a stratified random sample of
two teaching faculty were drawn from each
department of the seven institutions.
The purpose for this survey was to collect views and
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opinions of the local academics on the issue of th
establishment of the Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards.
Of the 458 questionnaires sent out, a total of 192
returns were received, which represents 41.9% of the sample.
Since eleven of the returned questionnaires were either blank
or unusable, the. total.. usable returns were .181,. i.e., 39.5%
of the sample provided usable replies for data analysis-(see














PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF RETURNED QUESTIONNAIRE






31.8Lingnan College 7 (22)
11.13Shue Yan College (27)
4.621Unidentified (458)
41.9192Total (458)
181* 39.5Total Usable (458)
'Excluding 11 blank or unusable returns.
Twenty-four questions were asked in the
Questionnaire. They were set to collect views and opinions
of the respondents in eight areas toward the establishment of
the Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards (HKCAA). Some
questions on the basic personal data of the respondents were
asked at the end of the Questionnaire (See Appendix A). The
eight areas are listed below:
1. The need to establish HKCAA
2. The aims of HKCAA
3. The pros and cons of establishing HKCAA
4. The range and scope of the work of HKCAA
5. The structure of HKCAA
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6. The procedures for validation by HKCAA
7. The possible impacts of the establishment of HKCAA
on private tertiary institutions
8. University validation as an alternative to the
establishment of HKCAA
Questions one and two of the cuestionnaire were on the
knowledge and sources of the University and Polytechnic
Grants Committee's recommendation of setting up a local
validation body. The author intended to find out the extent
of the knowledge and the source of information that the
academics had received on the recommendation. Out of the 166
responses to this question, 135 (81.3%) were positive while
31 (18.7%) were negative about their having 'some knowledge of
the recommendation. In other words, generally the issue of
the establishment of Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards
(HKCAA) has been communicated to the academics. Table 4.3
shows how those who responded positively felt about their
knowledge of the recommendation.
TABLE 4.3
Extent of Knowledge of the Recommendation
For the Establishment of HKCAA
MinimallySomewhat NOWell
Comment(%Informed(%) Informed(%) Informed(%)
22 (16.3) 60 (44.5) 50 (37.0) 3 (2.2)
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Out of the 135 who responded positively, only 22
(16.3%) considered themselves to be well informed, which
showed that the Government did not communicate the
recommendation for establishment of the HKCAA effectively.
The sources from which these 135 respondents had learned
about the recommendation were expressed as follows: 93
responded that they learned about-the issue from newspapers
40 from documents 30 from television and 14 from radio.
Moreover, there were others with a total of 15 responding
that they learned about it from either colleagues or friends.
4.2 THE NEED TO ESTABLISH THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR
ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Questions three and four of the Questionnaire intended
to seek the views and opinions of the academics about the
needs and desirability of establishing HKCAA. These
questions were especially important to see whether setting up
the HKCAA would.be necessary and also the reasons stated for
such an establishment. Regardless of whether respondents
were fully or partially informed, or having no knowledge
about the UPGC's recommendation of the setting up the HKCAA,
and the fact that 15 people (out of 181) had not responded to
Question 1, there were 148 (81.8%) viewed positively on the
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need for the establishment of HKCAA. The figures are
presented in Table 4.4 below.
TABLE 4.4
THE NEED FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HKCAA
No. RespondedNo. Responded No Opinion($)
'No'(%)'Yes'($)
148 (81.8) 31 (17.1) 2 (1.1)
Of the 148 academics who had viewed on the need to
establish HKCAA positively, 83(56.1%) expressed a wish that
the local validation body be established within two years 32
(21.6%), between three to five years 7 (4.7%), over five
years, while 26 (17.6%) had no opinion/did not answer.
Talking about the desirability o estaoiisning riKCAA,
amongst these 148 academics who responded positively, 96
(64.7%) thought that it was politically desirable 79 (53.4%)
thought it was socially desirable 85 (57.4%) thought it was
economically desirable and 133 (89.9%) thought it was
educationally desirable.
The main reasons stated by the majority of the 96
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respondents who thought it was politically desirable was the
return of Hong Kong to China in 1997, and that therefore an
independent validation system should be established so that
Hong Kong'could have its own academic validation even after
1997.
The main reasons stated by those who thought it was
socially desirable were to satisfy local needs, to give the
feeling of a Hong Kong identity, and to meet the community's
responsibility.
Those who indicated it was economically desirable
believed that it would probably spend much money and could
better utilize resources.
The 133 respondents who thought it educationally
Desirable stated that their main reasons were to ensure
proper educational standard after 1997 and to stress the
local situation..
4.3 THE AIMS OF THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC
AWARDS (HKCAA)
Question five of the Questionnaire asked the academics
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to state what they think should be the major aims of the
(HKCAA). The intention was to collect and prioritize the
major aims stated by the academics, so that they could be
used as reference for the formulation of the validation model
for Hong Kong.
Amongst the 181 respondents, a total of 164 (90.6%
reckoned that the proposed HKCAA should aim to ensurE
academic standard/quality; 110 (60.7%) reckoned that it
should aim to improve the quality of the institutions 9E
(53%) reckoned that it should aim to grant and confe]
degrees 89 (49.2%) recko ned that it should aim to assess any
validate non-local degrees; and finally, 46 (25.4%) reckone4
that it should aim to determine funding. These findings are
tabulated in Table 4.5 below.
TABLE 4. 5
THE AIMS OF THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE
FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Aims No. Responded(%)
a. To ensure academic standard/quality 164 (90.6)
b. To improve quality of an institution 110 (60.7)
c. To grant and confer degrees, as 96 (53.0)
CNAA practice
d. To assess and validate non-local degrees 89 (49.1)
e. To determine funding 46 (25.4)
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4.4 THE PROS AND CONS OF ESTABLISHING THE HONG KONG
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Questions six and seven of the Questionnaire asked the
academics to. state the pros and cons of the establishment of
HKCAA. The views and opinions of the academics thus
collected were important to the establishment of HKCAA, so
that the advantages could be maximized,- whilst the
disadvantages could be minimized or even avoided if possible.
Table 4.6 shows the findings on the advantages of
establishing HKCAA. In general, higher percentages are
observed in the vote for the advantages to standardize
quality and to have objective assessment in setting up the
HKCAA. Hence these two were the most obviously recognized
advantages. On the other hand, the reduction of financial
expenses on validation, which the establishment. of the HKCAA
would have, was less acknowledged as an advantage by the
academics. And lesser recognition still was accorded the
advantage that the proposed HKCAA would set an example or
serve as a reference for China.
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TABLE 4.6
ADVANTAGES OF ESTABLISHING HKCAA
Advantages No. Responded(%)
116 (64.1)a. To standardize degree quality
b. To have objective assessment 114 (63.0)
c. To reduce financial expenses on 90 (49.7)
validation
37 f2n_41d. To set an example or serve as a
reference for China
Generally speaking, disadvantages opined by the
academics are not so significant. There was fear that the
HKCAA might not achieve international recognition especially
in the early stage of its establishment the percentage was
48.1. Worth mentioning is that 30.4% (55) viewed that no
disadvantage would emerge from the establishment of.HKCAA.
TABLE 4.7
DISADVANTAGES OF ESTABLISHING HKCAA
Disadvantages No. Responded($)
a. No disadvantage 55 (30.4)
87 (48.1)b. May not achieve international
recognition
c. Concerning of degree quality 29 (16.0)
d. Expensive 16 (8.8)
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4.5 THE RANGE AND SCOPE OF THE WORK OF THE HONG KONG
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Questions eight, nine and fifteen of the Questionnaire
were to obtain views and opinions of the academics about the
range and scope of the work of HKCAA. This included three
main aspects: (1) the level of courses to be validated (2)
types of course to be validated and (3) institutions to be
included for validation. Academics had different views in
these three aspects, findings were obtained from the 181
respondents.
1. The level of courses to be validated
One hundred and ten (60.8%) academics reckoned that
only degree level courses should be validated by
and sub-degree level courses should be validated b
the HKCAA. Eight (4.4%) indicated no opinioi
(Table 4.8).
TABLE 4.8
RANGE SCOPE OF THE WORK OF HKCAA
LEVEL OF COURSES TO BE VALIDATED
Level No. Responded(%)
a. Only at aegree.level courses 110 (60.8)
b. Both degree sub-degree level 63 (34.8)
courses
c. No opinion 8 (4.4)
HKCAA,while 63 (34.8%) indicated that both degree
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2. Types of courses to be validated
A majority, 136 (75.1%), responded that only
academic courses should be validated by the HKCAA
and that professional courses (e.g., medicine, law
etc.) should be validated by professional bodies.
Only a small number, 35 (19.3%), indicated that
both academic and. professional courses. should be
validated. Ten respondents (5.5%) indicated nc
opinion on the types of course to be validated by
the HKCAA. Hence in tabulated form:
TABLE 4.9
RANGE SCOPE OF THE WORK OF HKCAA
TYPES OF COURSES TO BE VALIDATED
TvDes No. Responded(%)
a. Only academic courses 136 (75.1)
b. Both academic and professional 35 (19.3)
courses
10 rccIc. No opinion
3. Institutions to be included tor validation
Forty-four (24.3%) academics responded that they
had agreed with the Government's idea that only
Hong Kong Baptist College, .Hong.. Kong Polytechnic
and the City Polytechnic of Hong Kong should be
validated by the HKCAA. However, a majority, 127
68
(70.2%) responded that they did not agree with the
Government's idea. Ten (5.5%) indicated no
opinion. The 127 (70.2%) who did not agree felt
that the following institutions should be included
for validation (Table 4.10):
TABLE 4.10
RANGE SCOPE OF THE WORK OF HKCAA-








Shue Yan College 74 (58.3)
Lingnan College 77 (60.6)
Any Institution 38 (29.9)
From the about figures, we can see that the majority
(over 80%) of the academics believed that the University of
Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Baptist College, Hong Kong Polytechnic, the City Polytechnic
of Hong Kong, Lingnan College and Shue Yan College, that is,
all the UPGC member institutions, and the two registered
post-secondary colleges (about 60%) should be included for
validation. These are the tertiary institutions that are
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receiving partial or complete receiving financial support
from the Government. Moreover, about 30% (38) indicated that
any institutions should be included for validation.
Interestingly enough, 40.5% (32) of the academics from
the two universities responded that the two universities
themselves should-also be included for validation. This is
somewhat surprising since these universities have their own
power to offer new courses and to grant degrees.
4.6 THE STRUCTURE OF THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC
AWARDS (HKCAA)
In discussing the structure of HKCAA, questions ten to
fourteen of the Questionnaire were to collect views and
opinions on the five aspects covered they are: (1)
dependency; (2) source of financial support; (3) member
composition of visitation panel; (4) approach of validation
and (5) the relationship between validation and funding.
Findings in these five areas were obtained from the 181
respondents.
1. Dependency of HKCAA
Table 4.11 shows that a majority of academics, 151
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(83.4%), reckoned that the HKCAA should be an
independent authority and not an committee under
UPGC, though there was a very small minority, 18
(9.9%), who reckoned the HKCAA could operate under
the UPGC. Twelve (6.6%) indicated no opinion.
TABLE 4.11
STRUCTURE OF HKCAA- DEPENDENCY
Dependency No. Responded(%)
a. An independent authority 151 (83.4)
b. A committee under UPGC i8 (9.9)
c. No opinion 12 (6.7)
2. Source of Financial Support for HKCAA
Table 4.12 show that 100 (55.2%) academics reckoned
that financial support for HKCAA should be provided
by the Government, and 61 (33.7%) pointed out that
the financial support should come from the
Government as well as through validation fees to be
charged the participating institutions. Only a
very small number, 5 (2.8%), reckoned that




STRUCTURE OF HKCAA-SOURCE OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Source No. Responded($)
a. Government only 100 (55.2)
b. Government support+ validation 61 (33.7)
fees from institutions
c. Participating institutions only 5 (2.8)
d. No opinion 7 (3.9)
e. Others 8 (4.4)
3. Member Composition of Validation Panel
Table 4.14 shows that 164 (90.6%) academics
reckoned members of a validation panel should
include international scholars from overseas
academic institutions 155 (85.6%) felt that local
scholars from different academic institutionsshould
be included and 123 (68.0%) felt that local
experts from industries and business should be
included. Other categories of less importance were
(1) UPGC member could be included but only on an
individual basis- 59 (32.6%) (2) Government
officials also on individual basis- 43 (23.8%)
whilst (3) 14 (7.7%) indicated a visitation panel




STRUCTURE OF HKCAA- MEMBER COMPOSITION
OF VALIDATION PANEL
No. Responded(%)Member Composition
a. International scholars from 164 (90.6)
overseas institutions
b. Local scholars from different 155 (85.6)
academic institutions
c. Local experts from industries 123 (68.0)
business
d. UPGC member 59 (32.6)
e. Government officials 43 (23.8)
f. Local scholars from the two 14 (7.7)
universities only
4. Approach of Validation
Table 4.13 shows that 115 (63.5%) academics
reckoned that the approach of validation should be
by course, i.e., on a course basis. Slightly less
than one quarter, 42 (23.2%), reckoned that the
approach should be accreditation by institution,
and 14 (7.7%) reckoned that it should be by course
first, then by institution. Their. reason was that
the institution would mature and the maintainence
of its academic quality might be self-regulatory.
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TABLE 4.14
STRUCTURE OF HKCAA- APPROACH OF VALIDATION
Approach No. Responded(%)
a. By course 115 (63.5)
b. By institution 42 (23.2)
c. By course, then by institution 14 (7.7)
d. No opinion 10 (5.5)
5. The Relationship Between Validation and Funding
The question was asked whether a validated course
or institution should be automatically supported by
public funding was asked. One hundred and sixteen
(64.1%) academics agreed that, once a course or
institution was validated, it should be
automatically supported by Government ..funding.
However, less than one third, 52 (28.7%), reckoned
that a validated course or institution should not
be automatically supported by public funding, but




STRUCTURE OF HKCAA- RELATIONSHIP
OF VALIDATION AND FUNDING
Relationship No. Responded(%)
a. A validated course/institution 116 (64.1)
should be automatically supported
by public funds
b. A validated course/institution 52 (28.7)
should not be automatically
supported by public funds
c. No opinion 13 (7.2)
4.7 THE PROCEDURES FOR VALIDATION BY THE HONG KONG
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
The procedures for validation was discussed on three
levels, namely, (1) initiation (2) preliminary assessment
and (3) periodic review. Questions seventeen, eighteen and
twenty of the Questionnaire collected views and opinions of
the academics on these three levels, respectively, from the
181 respondents.
1.'Initiation of Proposal for Validation
The question was asked who should be responsible
for initiating a proposal for validation. Table
4.15 shows that a majority of the academics, 112
(61.9%), reckoned that a proposal for validation
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should be initiated by the institution concerned.
The percentages of respondents who reckoned a
proposal for validation should be initiated by the
proposed HKCAA, the UPGC and other organizations
were 12.2, 10.5 and 10.5, respectively. About five
nPrtPnI- inaira-r nn nnininn (Tah1P 4.19)_
TABLE 4.16
?ROCEDURE OF VALIDATION: INITIATION
Initiating Organisation No. Responded(%)
a. The institution concerned 112 (61.9)
b. The HKCAA 22 (12.2)
c. UPGC 19 (10.5)
d. Others 19 (10.5)
P- Nnnininn 9 (4.5)
2. Preliminary Assessment Before Validation
Altogether, 140 (77.3%) academics responded
positively on the need of some form of preliminary
assessment of the courses or the institution before
the actual validation exercise. Only a small
number, 28 (15.5%), indicated that preliminary
assessment was not necessary, and 13 (7.2%)
indicated no opinion.
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The -140 (77.3%) academics who reckoned that some
form of preliminary assessment was necessary had
varying opinions about what bodies should be
responsible for undertaking the preliminary
assessment. Ninety-four (67.1%) indicated that the
institution concerned should have some form of
internal- assessment. prior- to the actual validation
exercise. Forty-one (29.3%) reckoned that the
proposed HKCAA should be responsible, and 24
(17.1%),reckoned that such preliminary assessment
should be undertaken by the UPGC (Table 4.17).
TABLE 4.17
PROCEDURE OF VALIDATION: PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
No. Responded No. Responded No Opinion
'Yes'(%)
'No' (%)
28 (15.5%)140 (77.3%) 13 (7.2%)
a. Institutior 94 (67.1%)
b. HKCAA 41 (29.3%)
c. UPGC 24 (17.1%)
1 (0.6%)N d. Others
*Not applicable
3. Periodic Reviews After Validation





positively on the need to have periodic reviews
after the initial validation. Only 10 (5.5%)
indicated that periodic reviews were not
necessary. The 165 (91.2%) academics had different
opinions about the length of the period after which
periodic reviews should be carried' out. Half of
them indicated that periodic reviews should. take.
place every five to six years. Forty-six (27.9%)
reckoned that it should take place every three to
four years. Twelve (7.3%) reckoned it should take
place every seven years or more (Table 4.18).
TABLE 4.18
PROCEDURE OF VALIDATION: PERIODIC REVIEWS
No. Responded No. Responded No Opinion
'Yes'(%) 'No'(%)
165 (91.2%) 10 (55%) 6 (3.3%)
5 (3.0)1-2 years.
3-4 years 46 (27.9)
82 (49.7)5-6 years
7 yrs. & more 12 (7.3)







4.8 THE POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Question twenty-two of the Questionnaire was set to
obtain views and opinions of the academics on the possible
impacts on anticipated effects of the establishment of HKCAA
on private tertiary institutions so as to influence planning
the HKCAA.
Slightly less than half, 85 (47.0%), of the 181
respondents indicated that the major impact of the
establishment of HKCAA would probably be a great expansion of
private tertiary education. The main reason given was that
the hope or actual validation of courses offered by private
tertiary education, which might lead to recognition of its
courses, especially degree courses, would definitely
reinforce or strengthen the presently non-recognized status
of courses offered by private tertiary institutions. Some
respondents also felt that some of these institutions may
thus become private universities.
4.9 UNIVERSITY VALIDATION AS THE ALTERNATIVE TO
ESTABLISHING THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC
AWARDS (HKCAA)
Question 23 of the questionnaire asked whether
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university validation (i.e., a university serving as the
validation body) could or should be an alternative to
establishing HKCAA. University validation, a practice in
Britain, might be considered an alternative to establishing
HKCAA since the number of institutions is relatively small
and the resources acquired would be much less than the
establishment of HKCAA, would demand. But 142 (78.5%)
academics out of the 181 respondents indicated that
university validation could not or should not be practiced in
Hong Kong as an alternative to the HKCAA. Two main reasons
were given: (1) there were some courses that the universities
did not offer nor had they any specialist for such courses
and (2) there might be incidences of prejudice or biases
because of the small number of tertiary institutions in-Hong
Konq.
4.10 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the views of the academics obtained
from the survey were summarised and presented in the eight
areas listed above. Such information will be used together
with that obtained from interviews, presented in the next
chapter, to suggest a crude model for the HKCAA.
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CHAPTER FIVE PART TWO OF THE STUDY: THE INTERVIEWS
5.1 INTRODUCTORY NOTES
Personal interviews to collect opinions and views of
academics on the establishment of a local validation body
were divided into interviews of (1) heads or their
representatives of the seven major tertiary institutions in
Hong Kong (see Appendix B) and (2) of experienced academics
in accreditation or validation, available in Hong Kong.
Three experts were interviewed, each with experience of
different backgrounds, including Britain, the United States
and Australia (see Appendix B). The information collected
from the interviews and the survey was to help build a crude
validation model for the self-contained needs of Hong Kong.
Interviews were conducted some time in April and May,
1986. A letter and a list of questions were sent to
interviewees in early March (see Appendix B). Then. for each
of them a telephone confirmation was made before the
interview date. The actual interviews were of
semi-structured, and it was hoped that the answers'could be
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more easily analyzed and synthesized as a whole. The
information collected was summarized under the eight basic
areas below as those collected from the self-administered
questionnaire survey (for detailed summary responses of the
interviews, refer to Appendix C):
1. The need to establish the Hong Kong Committee for
Academic Awards (HKCAA)
2. The aims of HKCAA
3. The pros and cons of establishing HKCAA
4. The range and scope of the work of HKCAA
5. The proposed structure for HKCAA
6. The procedures for validation by HKCAA
7. The possible impacts of the establishment of HKCAA on
private tertiary institutions-
8. University validation as an alternative to the
establishment of HKCAA.
5.2 THE NEED TO ESTABLISH THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR
ACADEMIC AWARDS.(HKCAA)
Except for one institutional head, all responded that
there was a need to establish HKCAA. The major reasons were
political, economical, educational. and social, and were
summarized below:
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1. In view of the political situation, Hong Kong
needed to set up its own system on academic
validation and rely no more on Britain's help
because of the return of sovereignty of Hong Kong
to China in 1997
2. Economically, the establishment of the HKCAA would
probably be more economical than -inviting the
Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA). The
size of the committee should be kept small,
avoiding a huge establishment like the CNAA in
Britain, to keep it less expensive to operate and
hence more cost-effective.
3. Educationally, it is desirable to maintain a more
uniform academic standard, as well as important to
have some form of outside validation to help the
institutions to improve their academic quality and
4. Socially, it was desirable because most overseas
scholars may not understand the local situation. F
local validation body with a majority of local
scholars as members would be more socially
desirable.
lne one in5LiLULiunal neau wno responaea negatively on
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sentatives) and the experts had similar views concerning the
aims of HKCAA. These included,
1. To ensure academic standard/quality
2. To improve the quality of an institution
3. To grant and confer degree for non-degree granting
institutions.
Moreover, four institutional heads (or their
representatives) also stressed the importance of maintaining
international recognition as one of the aims of HKCAA.
5.4 THE PROS AND CONS OF ESTABLISHING THE HONG KONG
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Six institutional heads (or their representatives)
reckoned that the main'advantages of establishing HKCAA.were:
1. To have objective assessment
2. To standardize academic quality and
3. To save money on the present practice of inviting
the CNAA.
The view of the institutional head who rejected these
points as advantage was also shared by one of the experts:
both thought that. it was unnecessary to establish a local
academic validation body.
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The remaining two experts, similar to most of the
institutional heads (or their representatives), felt that the
advantages were:
1. To have objective assessment
2. To have some kind of checks and balances and
3. To have some possible reduction in the expenses on
validation.
All the institutional heads (or their representatives)
and the experts expressed the following disadvantages:
1. International recognition may not be achieved
especially at the early stage of establishment and
2. Bureaucracy of the system.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that one
institutional head also expressed the fear of interference
with ar_ademic freedom if HKCAA were to be established.
5.5 THE RANGE AND SCOPE OF THE WORK OF THE HONG KONG
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
Opinions of the institutional heads (or their
representatives) and the experts regarding the level of
courses to be validated were different. Three institutional
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heads opined that only degree level courses should be
validated, whilst the others reckoned that both degree and
sub-degree level courses should be included. However, the
general feeling of the institutional heads (or their
representatives) was that top priority should be given to
degree level courses.
Five institutional heads (or their representatives)
and two experts reckoned that professional courses should be
more appropriately validated, by professional bodies.
However, one institutional head and one expert did feel that
both academic and professional courses should be validated by
the HKCAA.
There were again differences of opinion amongst the
two groups interviewed on the institutions to be included for
validation. Five institutional heads and one expert thought
that all institutions, except for the two universities,
should be included for validation, and that priority should
be given to member institutions of the UPGC. The, remaining
two institutional heads and two experts thought that any
institution which has met the level of validation should be
included (i.e., including both the two universities and the
other post-secondary institutions)
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5.6 THE STRUCTURE OF THE HONG KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC
AWARDS (HKCAA)
All the institutional heads (or their representatives)
and the- experts unanimously agreed that HKCAA should be
independent of other Government authorities but financially
supported by the Government.
Both groups interviewed shared similar views on the
member composition of a validation panel. They reckoned that
a validation panel should include local scholars overseas
scholars who were internationally renowned and local experts
from industries and business.
Four institutional heads. (or their representatives)
thought that UPGC or Government officials could be included
but only as individuals.
Except for one institutional head who reckoned that
validation should be by institution, all the others and the
three experts reckoned the approach for validation should bE
course by course, they felt that when an institutior
gradually mature and developed its own self-regulators
mechanism,the whole intitution could then be accredited.
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5.7 THE PROCEDURES FOR VALIDATION OF ThE riuNV xunv
COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA)
All the institutional heads (or their representatives)
and the experts had similar views regarding the procedures
for validation of HKCAA, the procedures included:
1. Initiation of proposals by the institutions
concerned
2. A preliminary assessment by HKCAA
3. On-site visit of visitation panel of HKCAA and
4. Follow-up by periodic reviews which may vary from
no more than three to five years or every two
triennium (i.e., six years).
5.8 THE POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HONG
KONG COMMITTEE FOR ACADEMIC AWARDS (HKCAA) ON PRIVATE
TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS
Both the institutional heads (or their repre-
sentatives) and the experts agreed that the major impact of
the establishment of HKCAA on private. institutions would be
the -improvement- in academic quality- and the possible
expansion of these institutions if they were allowed to have
their courses validated. Three institutional heads (or their
representatives) and one expert reckoned these institutions
might even become private universities. However, one expert
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commented that it was unlikely for the number of degree
courses to be increased since the UPGC would exercise a
control.
5.9 UNIVERSITY VALIDATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF HONG KONG COMMITTEE OF ACADEMIC
Awannc f uVrAA 1
All institutional heads (or their representatives)
opposed the idea that university validation be served as an
alternative to the establishment of HKCAA. They reckoned
that the idea was not practical nor desirable since they felt
that the universities lacked the vigor and procedures, and
more importantly, that such validation might be biased.
Moreover, two experts also opposed this idea. The other
expert reckoned, however, since the number of institutions
concerned was small, that with the help of a good external
examiner system, this idea could be practiced although trust
might still be lacking.
It is believed that the above summary ana syntnesis
presents a fairly•.clear picture of the views-and opinions of
the seven institutional heads (or their representatives) and
the three experts interviewed. In the next chapter, these
valuable views and opinions will be compared and discussed
with those obtained from the survey and then blended together
to formulate a crude model for the proposed HKCAA.
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CHAPTER SIX UISUUSSIUN 8N1) ttI,VMMr,[vVt iiULV
6.1 COMPARISON OF THE FINDINGS OF PART ONE AND PART TWO OF
THE STUDY
The objective of conducting the survey as stated in
Chapter One was to explore views and opinions of the
establishment of a local academic validation body from the
.local- academics. The reasons were that the academics who
work in the higher educational institutions in Hong Kong
would be directly affected by the new format of validation.
Moreover, they are the ones who know about the academic
quality of their. institutions. Hence, their views and
opinions of the establishment of a local academic validation
body should be worth attention.
The interviews of part two of the study were intended
to solicit views and opinions of the heads of the seven
leading tertiary institutions in Hong Kong, so that the
information obtained could be compared with and supplemented
by the findings collected from the survey in order to provide
a sound base for the formulation of an academic validation
model for Hong Kong. Moreover, information obtained from
interviews of the three experts of different backgrounds and
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experience with academic validation or accreaiLaLiun in
higher education was intended to provide a wider perspective
of the issue which could give some valuable insight to the
establishment of the Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards
(HKCAA).
In general, the findings obtained from both part one
and part two of the study were similar. The following -shows
a comparison of the common findings under the eight areas
discussed in the previous two chapters.
1. The Need to Establish the HKCAA
On the question of regardless of whether you
are fully informed* or not, do you think Hong-Kong
needs a local academic validation body at this
time?, 148 (81.8%) academics .answered positively,
only 31 (17.1%) viewed negatively, and 2 (1.1%)
responded no opinion. On the same question asked
in the interviews, only one institutional head and
one expert opined that there was no need for Hong
Kong to establish a local academic validation body.
All the others felt. that there was.. a definite ..need
to establish the HKCAA. Thus, in view of the above
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findings, the UPGC's recommendation on the
establishment of the HKCAA could be said to be
greatly supported by the local academics. The
significance of such an establishment was further
enhanced by the urgency which the findings showed.
From the survey, 83 (56.1%) opined that the HKCAA
should be established within two years, whilst six
institutional heads (or their representatives) and
two experts felt that the HKCAA should be
established within two years or as soon as possible.
2. The Aims of the HKCAA
Findings from both the survey and the interviews
were similar on' the aims of the HKCAA. The three
common aims stated were:
a. To ensure academic standard/quality
b. To improve quality of an institution and
c. To grant and confer degrees for non-degree
granting institutions.
Moreover, nearly 50% of the academics responded
in the survey also indicated that to assess and
validate non-local degrees could be incorporated as
one of the major aims of the HKCAA.
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3. The Pros and Cons of Establishing the HKCAA
Three major advantages were commonly identified
as most important in both the survey and the
interviews. These include:
a. To standardize degree quality
b. To have objective assessment and
c. To reduce financial expenses on validation.
However, one aisaavantage was commonly
identified as most important from both the survey
and the interviews, which was that the HKCAA may not
achieve international recognition especially at its
early stage of establishment. The bureaucracy of
the system was commonly reckoned-- *another
disadvantage by the interviewees. Quite a
substantial number of the academics, 55 (30.4%), saw
no disadvantage to the establishment of HKCAA at all.
4. The Range and Scope of the Work of HKCAA
Respondents to the survey and the interviewees
were both more inclined for validation to occur only
for degree.level courses, at least at the initial
stage of establishment. However, some 63 (34.8%) of
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the academics from the survey reckoned both degree
and sub-degree level course were to be included for
validation.
Concerning the types of course to be validated,
the common finding from both the survey and the
interviews was-that only academic courses were to be
validated by the HKCAA.
It was a common finding from both the survey and
the interviews that all UPGC institutions including
the two universities should be included for
validation, especially when new course were to be
introduced.' About 60% of the respondents to the
survey felt that the two registered post-secondary
colleges, i.e., Lingnan and Shue Yan, should be
included for validation as well.
5. The Structure of the HKCAA
It was a common finding from both the survey and
the interviews that the HKCAA should be independent
of other Government authorities but financially
supported by the Government, whilst a validation
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panel should include local scholars, overseas
scholars, and also local experts from industries anc
business. Validation was preferred on a course-by-
course basis. However, concerning the relationshir
between validation and funding, findings from the
survey and the interviews varied. Sixty-foul
percent of the academics.. from.. the survey.. felt... that
funding should be automatic for validated courses,
All those interviewed stressed that funding shoulc
be separated from validation.
6. The Procedures for Validation by the HKCAA
Findings on the procedures for validation by the
HKCAA were common from both the survey and .the
interviews. These included, first, initiation of
course proposals by the institution concerned.
second, a preliminary assessment has necessary for
the validating institution third, an on-site
visitation by the validation panel and finally,
periodic reviews to be required every five to six
years for all validated course.
7. The Possible Impacts on the Establishment of the
HKCAA on Private Tertiary Institutions
Findings from both the survey and the interviews
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showed that a perception of a common possiole
impact: the great expansion of the private tertiary
institutions, and that some might even become
private universities.
8. University Validation as an Alternatives to the
Establishment of HKCAA
The common finding from both the survey and the
interviews was that university validation should not
and could not be an alternative to the establishment
of HKCAA in Hong Kong. The reasons stated were
similar, that such validation might be biased and
that the universities lacked the vigor and
procedures as well.
On the whole, findings from both the survey in part one
of the study and interviews in part two of the study revealed
a clear feeling that there is a definite need for the
establishment of the Hong Kong Committee for Academic Awards
(HKCAA). Therefore, to formulate a crude validation model
based on the information gathered and the situation in Hong
Kong would be helpful and appropriate. The subsequent
section is thus devoted to the formulation of a crude
validation model for Hong Kong.
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6.2 FORMULATION OF A CRUDE VALIDATION MODEL FOR HUN( KUNG
A crude validation model for Hong Kong is proposed
below, based on the information collected from local
academics through the survey, the views and opinions of the
institutional heads (or their representatives) and experts
solicited through interviews, and. the incorporation- of the
author's interpretation of information available about the
present situation in Hong Kong. It is believed that the
proposed crude validation model will be a system suitable to
Hong Kong since the information base is considered quite
comprehensive and appropriate.
1. Name: Hong Kong Committee For Academic Awaras (nKLHH)
At the meeting of the Executive council on may
6, 1986, the Council advised and the Governor
ordered that there should in principle, be a Hong
Kong Council for Academic Awards (Exco Minutes,
1986). Actually, back in 1983, the UPGC had
recommended the Government to establish a local
Committee for Academic Award. The term Committee
is used instead of Council. In order to be in
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that these institutions would be allowed to have their degree
courses validated on the assumption that it would be unlikely
for the Government to legislate and have these private
tertiary institutions grant degrees. On the other hand, some
non-local degrees, not assessed recently, should be centrally
assessed by the HKCAA so that their equivalence or lack of it
could be identified. Such practice would centralize the
assessment of various non-local degrees, one hopes, give the
proper recognition to academically equivalent
qualifications. With regard to funding of an institution or
a course, this should not be the role of the proposed HKCAA,
and hence should be separated from validation. Hence, it is
suggested that the aims of the HKCAA should be as follow:
a. To ensure academic standard/quality
b. To improve the quality of an institution
c. To grant and confer degrees non-degree granting
institutions.
d. To assess and validate non-local degrees.
3. The Range and Scope of the Work of the Hong Kong
Committee for Academic Awards (HKCAA)
Over 60% of the academics responded in the
survey that only degree level courses should be
validated. They were supported by three
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institutional heads who were being interviewed.
This opinion rested mainly on the hope that the
HKCAA will be established as soon as possible and
that a simple scope of the work of the HKCAA will
encourage an early start. However, other non-degree
courses should also be included for validation by
the HKCAA later.
Over 75% of the academics surveyed felt that
only academic courses should be included for
validation by the HKCAA, as professional courses
like medicine, law, etc. are accredited by their own
professional bodies. The committee should,
therefore, take into consideration that professional
courses that have no current professional
accreditation should be validated by the HKCAA.
It is worth noting that over 80% of those who
responded to the survey, and also 46.3% of the
academics of the two universities, responded that
all institutions under the UPGC were to be validated
by the HKCAA. Seven of the institutional heads and
experts interviewed also reckoned that all
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institutions, including the two universities,
should be included for validation or they might
make use of the resources for assessment
especially when introducing new courses. Thus,
in view of these opinions, it is recommended
that new academic courses introduced by an
institution under the UPGC should be. validated
by the HKCAA, and provision should also be made
to validate courses introduced by the non-UPGC
funded tertiary institutions. Such provision is
necessary because it would be fair to both the
institutions and the public,to know then quality
of courses offered by these institutions. In
short, the scope of the HKCAA should include:
a. Only degree level courses to be validated in the
initial period of operation
b. Only academic courses to be validated and
c. New academic courses introduced by the
institutions under the UPGC are to be
validated. Provision should also be given to
validating courses introduced by other non-UPGC
funded tertiary institutions.
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4. Structure of the Hong Kong Committee tor Academic
Awards (HKCAA)
Academics being surveyed and interviewed almost
unanimously agreed that the HKCAA should be
independent of other Government authorities so that
it would not be biased or intervened. Therefore,
the HKCAA should be a permanent body operating with
its own act or ordinance and specified regulatory
powers, so that the duty assigned can be permanent
which would help to achieve recognition and status.
Moreover, the specified regulatory powers are to
ensure flexibility in case of the need for changes.
The majority of the academics felt that financial
support for the HKCAA should come from the
Government. However, a validation fee from
participating institutions.which may be charged for
each course to be validated should also be
considered when the HKCAA is to accept course
proposal from other non-UPGC funded institutions.
A course by course validation approach should be
adopted since it would be easier to control and
assess the quality of a course than that of an
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institution. However, since institutions are
encouraged to establish their internal
self-regulatory system to ensure their academic
quality, and since an institution mature after some
time, the possibility of institutional accreditation
should be included in the future agenda of the
HKCAA. This practice will save both money and
manpower for a mature institution which should be
add to maintain its academic-quality.
Considering the kinds of persons to be included
in a validation team of the HKCAA, there is no
variation in the academics' view. Members of
validation panel should be scholars from different
local tertiary institutions, international scholars
or authorities in their chosen fields and/or other
local experts in the private sector.
In short, it is suggested that the structure of
the HKCAA should be as follows:
a. Independent of other Government authorities.
b. A permanent body operating- with its own act or
ordinance and specified regulatory powers.
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c. Financially supported by the Government.
d. A course-by-course validation approach should be
adopted. However, the possibility of
institutional accreditation should be included
in the future agenda of HKCAA as the
institutions develop further and mature.
e. Validation panelx would be constituted of local
scholars from different academic institutions
international scholars or authorities in their
chosen fields and/or other local experts in the
private sector.
6.25 The Procedures for Validation by the Hong Kong
Committee for Academic Awards (HKCAA)
Some sort of internal assessment by the institution
concerned must be required before a course proposal
is initiated for validation. Seventy-seven percent
of the academics surveyed thought that preliminary
assessment by the institution concerned was
necessary because this could help the institution tc
examine when it might achieve the minimum acceptable
standard with- reference to facilities, resources,
curriculum, etc.. Moreover, initiation of proposal
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for validation by the institution concerned will be
just reflect a positive result of the internal
assessment. It is not recommended that proposal for
validation should be initiated by the HKCAA nor the
UPGC, since only the institution concerned is best
informed about itself, and hence is able to decide
whether to conduct its own internal assessment.
Visits by the validation panel to the
institution are necessary for an in-depth
understanding of course proposals and the situation
of the institution. The recommendations of the
course panel to the HKCAA can ensure that a
particular course is of the acceptable minimum
academic standard.
Periodic reviews are necessary to ensure that,
after introducing the course for a period of time,
the quality of the course can still be maintained,
and to ascertain whether improvement needs to be
made accordingly. The in-between length for the
periodic review is recommended -to- be five to-six
years. It is believed that this time span is long
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enough for a course to be given at least once, short
enough to ensure that not too much pressure is
exerted on the institution, and that improvement in
course content can be made without too quick a
change.
In short, it is suggested that the proceaure tor
validation should be as follows:
a. Internal validation by the institution concerned.
b. :Initiation of proposal for validation by the
institution concerned.
C, Visits by the course panel to the institution.
d. Recommendation of the course panel to the HKCAA.
e. Periodic reviews every five to six years after
approval of courses.
6. Implementation
Over 80% of the academic who had responded to
the survey indicated there was a definite. need for
Hong Kong to establish its own academic validation
body. Specifically, 56.1% of them opined ..that it
should be established within two years.
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Furthermore, six out of the seven institutional
heads interviewed also felt a definite need to
establish HKCAA within two years. Two out of the
three experts opined that it was a good thing for
Hong Kong to set up her own validation body as soon
as possible since it would need time to mature and
function well.-
It is recommended that a transitional transfer
of responsibilities should be arranged with CNAA as
soon as the HKCAA is established. This is because
CNAA has been responsible for the validation
activities for the three institutions from theii
very beginning. Hence involvement with the CNAF
should be scaled down gradually while Hong Kong's
own involvement in the area of validation should bE
scaled up. To assist in the transitional transfer
of responsibilities, involvement of local recognize
experts to the CNAA may be helpful or,
alternatively, some form of 'tandem' or 'interstudy
arrangements may be instituted for a short period.
In short, it is suggested that the two points
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discussed above should be noted during
implementation.
a. HKCAA should be established within two years.
b. Transitional transfer of responsibilities should
be arranged with the CNAA.
7. Other Suggestions and Concerns
a. Funding be separated from validation.
Validation and funding should be regarded as two
separate issues. Though 64% of the academics
surveyed responded that once a course was validated,
it should automatically be supported by public
funds, all institutional heads and experts
interviewed stressed, on the contrary, that funding
should be separated from validation. Despite the
contrast of opinions, it is recommended that funding
should be separated from validation as it should be
allocated according to the needs of society for the
validated course. A validated course might not be
regarded as a priority for a share of the tax
payers' limited money. Moreover, a validated course
guarantees only academic quality, not the
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availability of public funds. The relationshic
between the HKCAA and the UPGC must be clear fron
the outset.
b. Validated courses zo Ue LU ULj111GCU u)i u uu mAt-
institutions and professional bodies, both•locally
and abroad.
This issue should be emphasized since it is the
ultimate aim of a validated course to achieve
recognition. A close link and relationship between
academic institutions and professional bodies should
be maintained to ensure the -courses validated are
mutually recognized. It is imperative, for local
graduates and for the institutions of Hong Kong, to
ensure that Hong Kong's validated awards are
accorded parity of esteem. in the same way with
recognised awards from other countries. More
important is recognition by the Hong Kong Government
itself, which needs to be achieved.
c. Nomenclature or awaros tot Lue 11U11ueyree yLdllLIlly
institutions.
It is assumed that non-degree granting
institutions will also be accepted for validation by
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the HKCAA, and if approved, their awards will tnen
be conferred by it. Hence, a consistent set of
nomenclature for awards similar to those used by
member institutions of the UPGC should be adopted
and validated courses of similar nature should be
awarded the equivalent qualification, though the
awarding body will still be the HKCAA.--
d. Size of the HKCAA to be kept small and bureaucracy
to be avoided.
The size and structure of the HKCAA should not
be too complicated. In order to avoid bureaucracy,
to reduce expenses, and more importantly, to ensure
efficient and effective operation of the HKCAA, the
size should be kept to a minimum. Thus, a simple
structure which maintains efficiency of the HKCAA is
sufficient. Although the figures obtained from the
survey and the interviews were varied, it is
suggested that the size of the committee should not
be more than ten persons.
e. Internal validation/assessment mechanism to be
required for all participating institutions.
Maintenance of academic quality of is the
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institution's own responsibility. Externally,
validation by the HKCAA can be the means to ensure
academic quality, of the course offered or to be
offered, whilst internally, the institution should
set up its own self-regulatory system to assess
standard of courses or course proposals. Hence it
is essential for an institution to have some sort of
internal validation/assessment mechanism to improve
and maintain the quality of the courses offered and
to examine the standard of all possible aspects
related to the course proposed for validation. It
is suggested that this internal validation mechanism
should be a committee under the senate/ academic
board of an institution.
f. External Examiners as the quality enhancing party to
ensure standard of approved courses.
An External Examiner System should be used by
all participating institutions to ensure that the
standard of approved courses are maintained. The
appointment of an external examiner should be
subject to the approval of the HKCAA. Nevertheless-,
duties and rights of external examiners can be drawn
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up with reference to the regulations of the CNAA in
details. (Refer to CNAA_Principles_and Regulations
for theAward of the Council's First Dec rees and
DiplomaofHigher Education, pp.40-41.)
g. The Issue of Academic Autonomy of an Institution.
Many academics surveyed and institutional heads
and experts interviewed voiced their concern on the
issue of academic-autonomy of an institution. Most
of them felt that academic autonomy of an
institution should be respected and be giver
priority if conflict did arise. Hence, this issuE
should be carefully considered when deciding the
functions and powers of the HKCAA.
6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
As the above proposed model is only a crude formulation
based largely, on the information collected, refinements and
improvements in different areas are necessary especially in
the initial period of the establishment of HKCAA. Moreover,
as previously mentioned in the introductory chapter, the
study undertaken has not covered views and opinions of
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students of tertiary institutions, members of. educational
agencies, as well as businessmen and industrialists who may
provide valuable inputs for the establishment of HKCAA.
Therefore the Planning Committee on Academic Awards (PCAA)
set up by the Government is recommended to consider seeking
views from the public, especially from these groups as early
as possible.
Academic assessment of higher education and validation
of degrees in Hong Kong is the title of this thesis. It is
believed that, after studying the academic validation
practices in Hong Kong, and acquiring an understanding of the
current practice of academic validation and academic
accreditation systems in Britain and the United States, and
collecting information about the views of local academics
through the survey and interviews conducted, the crude
validation model proposed in this thesis could be considered
a useful reference for establishing a local validation body.
Moreover, since the tertiary education system in Hong Kong
has been expanding rapidly in recent years, the demand for
more degree-level courses has increased. With such
development, there has been more concern that the quality of
higher education must be safeguarded. Validation of degrees
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in Hong Kong cannot rely on the Council for National Academic
Awards forever. It has also be reckoned that there is an
urgent need to establish the Hong Kong Committee for Academic
Awards, one hopes within two years. Hence, it is believed
that this study is timely, an.d the author intends to submit
this crude validation model to the Planning Committee on
Academic Awards for consideration.
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A SURVEY OF THE VIEWS OF ACADEMICS IN HONG KONG ON TFU
ESTABLISHMENT OF A LOCAL ACADEMIC VALIDATION AUTHORITY
This questionnaire will take about 15-20 minutes
to fill out. Please complete the questionnaire and
feel free to make comments or suggestions. Your
assistance and support is very much appreciated.
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1. Are you aware that the University Polytechnic Grants Commtttee
(UPGC) has recommended that the Government set up a local academic
validation authority in place of the U.K. Council for National
Academic Awards (CNAA) for degree validation? (Please tick'' one)
Nab,Yesa




2. If answered 'Yes' in #1, please indicate from what sources did you




3. Regardless of whether you are Cully intormea or noc, ao you znluc mull




When do you wish it to be established? In months/years
time from now.
4. Do you think that it is desirable for Hong Kong to nave its own
academic validation authority in the following aspects.(Please tick'










5. What should be the major aims of the proposed local academic
validation authority? (Please tick'' as many as you think are
appropriate)
to ensure academic standard/qualitya.
to improve quality of an institutionb.
to grant and confer degrees, such as CNAA practice in U.K.c.
to determine fundinga.




6. What do you think are the advantages of establishing a local academic
validation authority? (Please tick'' as many as you'think are
apppropriate)
to have objective assessmenta.
to reduce financial expenses on validation exerciseb.
to set an example for ChinaC.
d. to standardise degree quality
e. others (specify)_
Other comments:
7. What do you think are the disadvantages of establishing a local
academic validation authority? (Please tick'' as many as you think
are appropriate)
no disadvantagesa.
may not achieve international recognitionb.




8. Do you agree that only degree level courses or degree ottering
institutions be validated by the proposed HKCAA? (Please tick'' one)
Nob.Yesa
If no, what others should also be included?
Other comments:
9. Do you agree that the proposed Hong Kong Committee for Academic
Awards (HKCAA) should- have its scope of validation to include
academic courses and also professional courses(e.g. medicine, law,
etc.) (Please tick'' one)
Nob.Yesa
If no, what is your opinion?
Other comments:
10. Do you think that the proposed HKLPJ snouia De an independent
authority, or a committee under the UPGC? (Please tick'' one)
a. an inaepenaenc autnority
Why?
b. a committee under the UPGC
Why?
Other comments:
11. In your opinion, who should give financial support to the proposed
local academic awards authority. (Please tick'' one)
a._ government
participating institutionsb.
government support the establishment and maintainence costc.




12. If our validation system would be under a new authority, do you think
that validation should be undertaken on a course-by-course basis (bD
course) or according to the standard of the institution as a whole
(by institution). In the latter case, oncean institution i validated it canoffer newcoursesof studywithouthavingto seeb







13. In my opinion, members of an academic validation team invited by the
proposed HKCAA to validate a course/institution should include the
followings: (Please tick ' ' as many as you think are appropriate)
local scholars from the two universities onlya.
local scholars from different academic institutionsb.
international scholars from overseas institutionsC.






L4. Do you agree that if the proposed HKCAA validated a course/
institution, then it should automatically be supported by public




15. The UPGC proposed that only HK Baptist College, HK Polytechnic and
the City Polytechnic will be within the aegis of (validated by) the
orooosed HKCAA, do you agree? (Please tick ' ' one)
Agree. whya
Not agreeb
If not agree, which of the toltowing tertiary institutions snoulo
be within the ageis of (validated by) the proposed HKCAA? (Please
tick ' ' as many as you think are appropriate)
CUHKb.HKUa.
HK PolyBaptist College d.
Shue Yan CollegeCity Poly f.
Ce.
Lingnan College h. Others (specitY29.
otner comments:
16. In my opinion,the appropriate number of members for, an academic
persons(by course).validation team would be:
persons(by institution)






17. In my opinion,validation of a course/institution should be initiatea






18. Do you think a preliminary assessment is necessary before the actual
validation of a course/institution is initiated? (Please tick'' one)
Nob.Yesa
If yes, who should be responsible for the preliminary assessment:






19. In my opinion, courses/institutions validated by the proposed HKCAA
(i.e. degrees or others) should aim to achieve recognition by the
followings: (Please tick'' as many as you think are apppropriate)
a.
-HK government




20. Do you think that a periodical review is necessary for all validated
courses and institutions. (Please tick'' one)
Nob.Yesi




If yes, what do you think its influence might be on the
establishment of a local academic validation
authority?
22. If the, proposed HKCAA leads to the recognition of local
diploma/degree not currently recognised by the Government of Hong
Kong, do you think this will lead to an expansion of private tertiary
education in Hong Kong. (please tick'' one)
NobYesa.





21. Have you heard about the U.K. 'Lindop Report' on Academic Validation
in public Sector Higher Educatioon presented to the Parliament in
April 1985.(Please tick ' 'one)
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23. Do you think that university validation (i.e. courses/ institutions
to be validated by a local university instead of validated by a
local academic validation authority) is an alternative more suitable





24. Do you have any other comments or suggestions on the establishment
of a local academic validation authority?
SOME OTHER INFORMATION ON RESPONDENT:
Age:FemaleSex: Male
(highest degree) obtained from
.(country)Education:
_(first degree) obtained from_ -(country)
Teaching FacultyAdmin.Staff(including dept. head)Present Post:
Present serving institution
Length of service at present position_
Length of service at present institution
Anv experience in validation/ accreditation exercise?
Nob.Yesa.
Being a member of the validation teamIf yes,




IF YOU HAVE FINISHED FILLING OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, PLEASE RETURN BY
USING THE STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVOLOPE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE (BEFORE
April 30,1986). ONCE AGAIN, THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE




1. Do you think it is (politically, socially, econumical1y &
educationaly) desirable to have a local academic
validation body?
2. What should be the major aims of the proposed local
academic validation body?
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of establishing
a local validation body?
4. Do you agree that the only degree level courses be
validated by the proposed Hong Kong Committee for
Academic Awards?
5. Do you think that the range and scope of validation
should include both academic and professional courses
(e.g. medicine, law, etc.)?
6. Do you think it should be an independent body rather than
a committee under the UPGC?
7. In your opinion validation by _course or by_ institution
will be more suitable to the case of Hong Kong?
8. What kind of persons should be included in an academic
validation team?
9. Do you agree that a course validated and aprroved by the
HKCAA should be automically supported by public funds?
10. What institutions should be included for validation by
the proposed HKCAA?
11. What should be the procedures for validation?
12. Do you think that periodical review is necessary for all
validated courses?
13. What do you think are the possible impacts if a local
academic validation body is established (both short term
long term)?
14. What are the possible effects that the U.K. 'Lindop
Report' on academic validation. of public sector-higher
education have on the establishment of HKCAA?
15. Do you think that 'university validation' could be an
alternative for academic validation in Hong Kong?
APPENDIX B
LISTF INTERVIEWEES
I. INSTITUTIONAL HEADS (OR THEIR REPRESENTATIVES)
A. University of Hong Kong- Professor Rosie Young,
Pro-vice-chancellor
B. The Chinese University of Hong Kong- Professor Tam
Sheung Wai, Dean of Graduate School
C. Hong Kong Baptist College- Dr. Daniel Tse,
President
D. Hong Kong Polytechnic- Dr. John L. Clark, Director
E. City Polytechnic of Hong Kong- Dr. David Johns,
Director
F. Lingnan College- Dr. Ip Po Keung, College Secretary
G. Shue Yan College- Dr. Chung Chi-Yung, President
II. LIST OF THE THREE EXPERTS
A. British Experience: Professor Norman Hunt, former
Vice-Principal, University of Edinburgh, at
present, College Consultant of HKBC.
B. U.S. Experience: Dr. Albert Yee, former Professor
of Education, University of Winsconsin, at present,
Senior Lecturer, School of Education, CUHK.
C. Australian Experience: Dr. H.S. Houston, former
Commissioner of Commonwealth Tertiary Education
Commission, and Chairman of the Advanced Education




SUMMARY OF THE RESPONSES OBTAINED FROM THE INTERVIEWS
I. THE NEED TO ESTABLISH HKCAA
Summary ResponsesInst.Heads
Yes- Politically & socially: more urgent,A
because of the return of H.K. to China
in 1997.
Economically & educationally there is
always the need since there are only two
universities at present, and that
courses offered are biased in different
institutions
Yes- Politically, not really desirableB
It will be more economical, as we have 3
institutions to deal with, HKP in the
beginning, follow by the HKBC and CPHK.
Moreover, the overhead expenses could be
reduced, e.g. on travelling, hotels, etc.
*Refer to Appendix B
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Yes- Politically: slightly desirable, sinceC
after 1997 H.K. will be returned to
China.
- Socially desirable, more precisely
culturally, since foreigners may not
understand the local situation.
However, international specialists are
still necessary since* they can 'assess
whether institutions in H.K. have
achieved international equivalent
standard.
Economically: theoretically it should be
much more economical than the present
practice of-inviting the CNAA.
- Educationally: it is desirable to
maintain a more uniform academic
standard. Also, validation process can
stimulate institutional involvement,
hence, such academic communication is
important for educational improvement
Yes- It must be well understood that trueD
partnership is the way and HKCAA must
understand the institution's situation.
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Educationally: the life time of this
HKCAA is limited.
Economically: if it is cost effective
and unlike the huge establishment of
CNAA in U.K., it should be more
economical.
Internally institutions themselves
should have its own mechanism to
maintain standard rather than rely on
only external validation body. It must
assure the community of their standard.
Assuming that the university will notYesE
come under the HKCAA the gov't will
not give the polytechnics the same
independence to validate its own degree.
Politically desirable since H.K. needs
to be independent from Britain to takE
care of its academic validation and tc
rely no more on others.
Economically: it could be less
expensive, than go with the CNAA but not
sure.
• Educationally: most important, to hav,
some form of validation outside o
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oneself helps the institution to improve
in some way like external examiner.
Socially: yes, giving confidence
(acceptability) to those who may be
taking degree, from one of the local
institution.
Culturally, it may be desirable.
Politically: because of the 1997 •issue,YesF
H.K. needs to have its own validation
system independent from the U.K.
Socially and economically desirable, it
will be more economical.
Educationally, it will help H.K. to
develop its tertiary education.
Only on the assumption that theyNoG
continue to invite the CNAA, then it is
better to have our own.
Basically not agreed to set up HKCAA,
since academic standard is the matter of
the institution, each institution can
have their ways to maintain their own




Small number of institutions that are ofNoA
concerned-only three
To set up a whole bureaucratic structure
for the validation of the three
institutions is out of proportion to the
needs of higher education.
By using existing resources- thus a
system of intra-institution validation
by peer groups will be more appropriate.
CNAA should not continue to validate
courses in H.K., (as to the two
polytechnics & HKBC) they should stand
back)
Overseas external examiners could be
helpful too.
It is politically desirable, sinceYesB
British authority will discontinue after
1997, so H.K. must have its own
independent validation authority. And
so by 1997, the validation authority
will be strong and established.
Socially educationally: validation
*Refer to Appendix C
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could provide checks balances
qualitative reviews for our higher
educational programs. It's a must.
Economically: it would justify expenses,
good validation is not suppose to save
money but to make sure money is spent
properly to ensure quality of programs..
It is desirable provided that there isYesC
some link with other countries which
have experience in validation until such
time as the local authority can
establish itself.
The cost of for validation will be
cheaper. Political.desirable.to have. its
own. Educationally, it is more
important to maintain academic quality..
II. THE AIMS OF HKCAA
Summar Res onsesInst.Heads
to ensure academic standardA
to set minimum acceptable standard
to improve quality of an institutions
to grant and confer degrees for
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non-degree granting institutions
to have employer/employee recognition
to maintain international recognition
to ensure academic standard/qualityB
to achieve international recognition
to ensure objective academic qualityC
standard
to have recognition of qualification
related to the job
to maintain standards that areD
comparable to other internationally
recognised institutions
One basic aim only i.e. to raise andE
maintain academic standard (the general
standard)
to ensure academic standard/qualityF
to improve quality of an institution
to ensure academic standard, however, itG
may influence academic freedom of an
institution
Summary ResponsesExperts
to ensure appropriate standard areA
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maintain but H.K. does not need a
validation body to do that, external
examiners from the five institutions or
from overseas can do it
to ensure adequate programs for futureB
social & individual needs of the people
will be provided
to ensure that no duplication occurs
to ensure that all programs are of the
highest quality
to determine the amount of funding
for the maintenance and establishment ofC
proper educational standards acceptable
to the H.K. community which must be
current, contemporary up-to-date
TII.THE PROS & CONS OF ESTABLISHING HKCAA
AdvantagesInst.Head:
to have objective assessmentA
more economical in view of -the large
number of courses to be validated
to set an example for China as China




to standardise degree quality
to have objective assessment
less expensiveC
to have better local cultural
understanding
to have our own validation:authority
to have objective assessmentD
bringing together of the persons from
similar subject areas- exchange of ideas
to maintain and raise standard of anE
institution
to have objective assessmentF
no advantage nor objective to establishG
a local academic validation authority
AdvantagesExperts
totally unnecessary to establish oneA
to have objective assessment is theB
major objective and function
to have some kind of checks balances
economically it will possibly reduceC
expenses on validation




may not achieve internationalA
recognition for the initial period
may not achieve international recognitionB
bureaucratic
not objective enough because of theC
small number of institutions-in H.K.
the danger that the development ofD
critical academics may be returned
bureaucracy of the system
bureaucracy of the systemE
against academic freedomG
DisadvantagesExperts
did not agree to establish HKCAA-A
totally unnecessary
no disadvantageB
subjective judgement because of smallC
area of H.K.
IV. THE RANGE & SCOPE OF THE WORK OF HKCAA
1. Level of Courses to be Validated
Summar Res onsesInst.Heads
Should include both degree & sub-degreeA
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level courses, especially those with
community relevance
not only degree courses but alsoB
sub-degree level courses, if the need to
establish HKCAA is financially desirable
including degree sub-degree levelC
courses offered at tertiary institutions
only degree level courses, and theD
institution should also establish its
own self-regulatory system
only degree level courses at least forE
the initial period
then other sub-degree level courses
within the UPGC funded institutions
then other courses funded by the gov't
e.g. Vocational Training council,
registered post-secondary colleges,
colleges of education
including both sub-degree courses ancF
degree courses
degree level courses onlyG
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Summary Responsesh:xperts
both degree and non-degree coursesA
everything, not just degree coursesB
both degree and sub-degree coursesC
2. Types of Courses to be Validated
5ummary_xesponsesInst.Heads
only academic courses thoseA
professional courses that have no
professional accreditation currently
B academic courses whilst professional
courses will be dealt with by
professional bodies
eventually both academic andC
professional courses
r academic courses only professional,
courses should be validated by
professional bodies
F. all courses including both academic
professional, there should be no
differentiation
only academic courses and notF
professional courses
G did not answer this question
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Summary ResponsesExperts
academic courses only whilstA
professional courses will be validated
by professional bodies
both academic and professional coursesB
academic courses only whilstC
professional courses will be accredited
by professional bodies
3. Institutions to be Included for Validation
Summar Res onsesInst.Heaas
all institutions, except the twoA
universities
all institutions,. except the twoB
universities
all registered academic institutions,C
and the two universities may make use of
the resource for assessment on
voluntary basis
HKBC, HKP, HKCP and other non-universityD
institutions offering degree level
courses
first priority for HKBC, HKP, HKCP andE
then others e.g. Open College of East
Asia U.
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HKBC, HKP, HKCP, Lingnan & Shue Yan, butF
not the two universities
all, including the two universitiesG
Summary ResponsesExserzs
all, except the two universities if weA
have this machinery
the five UPGC funded institutionsB
any institution which meets the level ofC
the validation can be accepted,
including the universities when new
course is to be introduced
V. THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF HKCAA
1. Dependency & Source of Financial Support of HKCAA
Summar Res onsesInst.Heads
independent of other Gov't authoritiesA
but financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesB
financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesD
financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesE
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financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesF
financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesG
financially supported by Gov't
Summary Responses,Experts
independent of other Gov't authoritiesA
financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesB
financially supported by Gov't
independent of other Gov't authoritiesC
2. Member Composition of Validation Panel
summar Res onsesInst.Heads
local scholars, international renownedA
scholars, UPGC members government
officials only as individuals, local
experts from business industries
local scholars, international. renownedB
scholars, UPGC members government
officials only as individuals, local
experts from business industries
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Summary ResponsesExperts
local scholars international scholarsA
from overseas institutions plus local
experts from industries business.
local scholars international scholarsB
from overseas institutions plus local
experts from industries business.
academic in terms of discipline contentsC
local professionals experts
people having a breadth of understanding
in the process of comparing the worth of
one course to another
international overseas scholars in the
initial stage
3. Approach of Validation
Summary_ ResponsesInst.Heads
by course, easy to monitorA
B by course, or by program
both, first by institution,. then byC
course
through visiting to the institutionD
first, then by course
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by course, then move to the direction orE
institution
by course, then by institution whenF
mature




by course, when mature and have theirC
own self-regulatory mechanism, the whole
institution can be accredited
4. Relationship Between Validat.ion.and Funding
summar Res onsesInst_Heads
separate, not necessarily supported byA
funding
separate, not necessarily supported byB
funding
separate issue, even to individualC
students for approved courses
separate issue, even to individualD
student for approved courses
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follow up by. a four to five year
periodic review
initiated by the institution concernedD
preliminary assessment by the
institution concerned through internal
assessment
followed by on site visit..
a not less than five year periodic review
first level-basis: includingE
infrastructure of the institution
second level-basis: on the course
validation itself
a periodical review in every five year
can be initiated by the institutionF
concerned or the HKCAA
preliminary assessment by HKCAA
on site validation
five years or every two triennium
internal validation external
assessment, but not a validation, again
proposal initiated by the institutionG
concerned
then an overall validation exercise
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no periodic external validation
necessary, only self-assessment will be
alright
Summary ResponsesExperts
procedures like those set out by the CNAAA
periodic reviews necessary in every five
years
proposal initiated by the institutionB
concerned
a preliminary assessment is necessary by'
the institution itself
then the actual validation
periodical review is necessary in every.
five years, may be less in the beginning
(initial review after approval)
like the CNAA, however, the amount ofc
paper works have to be reduced
periodic review is necessary in no more
than three years, the whole process
does not have to be gone through again
(depends on the discipline)
also community needed/demanded courses
initiated by the people
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VII. THE POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HKCAA ON
PRIVATE TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS
Summar Res onsesInst.Heads
expansion of private tertiaryA
institutions
expansion of private tertiaryB
institutions (on condition that HKCAA
also validate proposals by these
institutions)
expansion of private tertiaryC
institutions, some may even become
private universities
expansion of private tertiaryD
institutions if they will be allowed to
have their courses validated
P greater development will be seen, these
private institutions may even become
universities, as the University of
Buckingham in U.K.
F greater development of private
institutions especially in the aspect of
academic quality
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G great improvement in academic quality,
many may even become private universities
Summar ResponsesExperts
A the private institutions will possibly
improve their academic quality, however,
it is unlikely.that degree level courses
will be increased since the UPGC will
control the number
things would be better, funding will beB
more reasonable
institutions will be in keeping with
their objectives more competitive
private institutions may become
universities
C improve the standard of the private
institutions
the effect are advantageous to the
private institutions
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VIII. UNIVERSITY VALIDATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE FUR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF HKCAA
Summar Res onsesInst_Heads
.A no, may not have the kind of specialists
no, may be biasedB
C yes, in theory, but not very practical
no, undesirable at. the moment. SinceD
they lack the rigor, the procedures
others
no, for degree courses, but yes forE
sub-degree courses
no ideaF
no, it should not happen in H.K.G
Summar ResponsesExperts
.yes., since the number of institutions isA
small with the help of a good external
examiner system it is possible. although





I. INSTITUTIONAL HEADS (OR THEIR REPRESENTATIVES)
A. University of Hong Kong- Professor Rosie Young,
Pro-vice-chancellor
B. The Chinese. University of.Hong Kong- Professor Tam
Sheung Wai, Dean of Graduate School
C. Hong Kong Baptist College- Dr. Daniel Tse,
President
D. Hong Kong Polytechnic- Dr. John L. Clark, Director
E. City Polytechnic of Hong Kong- Dr. David Johns,
Director
F. Lingnan College- Dr. Ip Po Keung, College Secretary
G. Shue Yan College- Dr. Chung Chi-Yung, President
II. LIST OF THE THREE EXPERTS
A. British Experience: Professor Norman Hunt, former
Vice-Principal, University of Edinburgh, at
present, College Consultant of HKBC.
B. U.S. Experience Dr. Albert Yee, former Professor
of Education, University of Winsconsin, at present,
Senior Lecturer, School of Education, CUHK.
C. Australian Experience: Dr. H.S. Houston, former
Commissioner of Commonwealth Tertiary Education




BAC The British Accreditation Council for Independence,
Further and Higher Education
CUHK The Chinese University of Hong Kong
CPHK City Polytechnic of.Hong Kong
CNAA Council for National Academic Awards
CVU Council for Validation Universities
COPA Council of Post-secondary Accreditation
DES Department of Education and Science
HKBC Hong Kong Baptist College
HKP Hong Kong Polytechnic
HKU University of Hong Kong
LEA Local Education Authority
PCAA Planning Committee on Academic Awards
UPGC University and Polytechnic Grants Committee
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APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY OF SOME LOCAL POLITICAL TERMS
Excutive Council (Exco)- It is the central and most
important executive authority of the Government. The
function of the council is to advise the Governor of
Hong Kong who is required by the Royal Instructions to
consult it on all important matters of policy. Subject
to certain procedures being followed, the Royal
Instructions allow the Governor to act against the
advice of the council and to refuse a memebr's request
that specific matter be put before the council. There
is no instance in recent times of the Governor having
done either of these things. In practice, policy is
decided coporatively (H.K. Annunal Report, 1987).
Governor in council- the Governor acting in
consultation with the Executive Council which is the
central and most important executive authority.
Legislative Council (Legco)- It is the law making body
of Hong Kong. It is constituted by the virtue of the
Letters Patent, and its primary function is the
enactment of legislation, including legislation for the
appropriation of public funds.
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1997 Issue- This refers to the return of Hong Kong to
the People's Republic of China with the signing of the
Sino-British-Joint Declaration. Hence, Hong Kong will
become a special Administrative Region of China with
effect from July 1, 1997.


